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I don’t think I’m alone in feeling relief at the 
prospect of 2016 coming to a close. It had its 
moments, of course, but for the most part, it 
was a steady slog of bad news, from melting 
glaciers to mounting misogyny.

Personally, my New Year’s resolution is to 
make 2017 the year of self-care, i.e., spending 
more time doing things I love that make me feel 
good, like taking long baths with colorful bath 
bombs (see page 78) and reading long books 
(first on my list: Zadie Smith’s Swing Time, see 
page 142), and less time scrolling through feeds 
like a social-media zombie.

This decision was in part inspired by Alia 
Shawkat, our gorgeous cover star, who 
understands the value of taking a break when 
you need one—and then coming back stronger 
than ever, of course.

As soon as we laid our eyes on the visuals for 
Solange’s brilliant A Seat at the Table (one of 
the year’s best albums, in my humble opinion—
check out all of our best-of-2016 lists in the 
coming weeks over at NYLON.com), we knew 
that Carlota Guerrero, the young photographer 
behind all that moody, humid realness, was the 
perfect person to shoot Shawkat.

In a similar vein, I knew Safy-Hallan Farah 
was the perfect writer to capture Shawkat’s 
unique essence. By the end of her piece, which 
starts on page 82, no one will be able to argue 
with the assessment by the star’s friend and 
fellow actress Mae Whitman that Shawkat 
is “definitely, by far, the coolest person that 
anyone’s ever met.”

Also in this issue you’ll find a really fun 
story about an alternative fashion convention 
in Connecticut, a beauty story that takes our 
love affair with glitter to new levels, tons of 
gift ideas for all of your fashionable and freaky 
friends and loved ones (we’ve collected them 
all in one place at nylon.cm/mag-gifts to make 
it easy for you), and a roundup of the musicians 
you’ll be spinning nonstop in 2017. Enjoy!

letter from the editor

Hit Refresh

photographed by 
carlota guerrero.
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#mynylon
tag your pics and 
they could appear 
right here.

par avion

NYLON Letters, 110 Greene St.,
Suite 600, New York, NY 10012
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@ D A R L I N G I N D O T S

@ D A R T H V A D E N Z

L O N N I E  H I L S O N ,  N E W  B O S T O N ,  T X

@ I M O M O S O S A

@ B U R C U E R I M

Obsessed with everything 
about [the November] cover.

@MEGGSIES
VIA INSTAGRAM

OMG OMG OMG   
@VioletChachki MADE IT TO
@NylonMag.

@MARIANELADELOS
VIA TWITTER

@NylonMag this [November] 
cover is fi re.

@KARYNAVALON
VIA TWITTER

I love that NYLON has such a 
wide variety of people grace 
their cover rather than using 
the same old people over and 
over again.

JENNIFER HARDMAN 
VIA FACEBOOK

In love with this! The brilliant 
Lizzy Caplan on the cover of 
@NylonMag.

@NIKKIPROVIDENCE
VIA TWITTER
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contributors

Molly Butterfoss

NYLON Creative Director, NYC 

“Adding a snail to our aquarium 
[while working on this issue] was a 
special moment for the art room.”

Hometown  
St. Paul, Minnesota

Instagram handle  
@butterzone

Latest discovery  
I just figured out avenues 
run north/south and streets 
run east/west in NYC. Big 
breakthrough!

Travel plans  
Louisville, Kentucky, for a 
Christmas extravaganza

Playing on repeat  
Blood Orange and the Gilmore 
Guys podcast

Online fixation  
The Daily Mail—whoever writes 
their captions is an artist.

Compulsively reading 
Eileen by Ottessa Moshfegh

Mode of transport  
The B train

Secret skill  
Tragically, none have surfaced 
yet.

Sartorial signature 
No pants in the house

Dani Michelle

Stylist, Los Angeles

Styled “Let’s Get Physical” on 
page 106. 

“I always love the opportunity to 
create with NYLON. It was exciting 
to bring this season’s resort 
collections together to tell a story 
where fashion meets function.” 

Hometown  
Washington, D.C.

Instagram handle  
@danigerous

Latest discovery  
Y/Project

Travel plans  
Tahiti for New Year’s!

Playing on repeat  
Sigur Rós, Majical Cloudz, 
Jamie xx

Mode of transport 
My car, where the back seats 
are constantly flipped down 
to make room for clothing

Secret skill  
Ordering food over the phone 
for pick-up, then “changing my 
mind” and eating there, so my 
meal is ready when I arrive. 
Tales of a girl on the go!

Sartorial signature 
Silk blouse, light-colored 
skinny jeans, hoop earrings, 
and chunky booties

Yasmeen Gharnit

Writer, NYC

Wrote “Everybody DNCE Now” on 
page 122.

“[Working on this issue] was v. 
awesome, v. cool, v. everything 
good.”

Hometown  
Long Island, New York

Instagram handle  
@yazzysjazzy

Latest discovery  
I won’t self-combust if I wake 
up early.

Travel plans  
Going to India, in my dreams

Playing on repeat  
The Stranger Things score

Online fixation 
Snapchat

Compulsively reading 
McSweeney’s

Mode of transport  
Subway

Secret skill  
Recalling random pop culture 
facts that mean absolutely 
nothing in the grand scheme 
of life

Sartorial signature 
Dressing inappropriately for 
the weather 

Jackson Gibbs

Illustrator, Los Angeles

Illustrated “Counter Culture” 
on page 74.

“My work is usually a bit strange, so 
getting loose direction and more 
freedom made drawing for NYLON 
super fun. Overall, it was top notch.”

Hometown  
Tempe, Arizona

Instagram handle  
@jacksongibbs_

Latest discovery  
Los Angeles. (I recently moved 
here.) 

Travel plans  
Hitchhiking up the coast to 
Alaska, as long as I can get 
into Canada. Canada is very 
exclusive.

Playing on repeat  
Currently, I have been 
listening to “Porcelina of the 
Vast Oceans” by The Smashing 
Pumpkins and “Bushel Hyde” by 
Jessica Pratt.

Online fixation 
eBay—just for looking, never 
buying

Mode of transport  
My 2007 Jeep Compass and my 
skateboard

Secret skill  
Finding things with Google 
search

Sartorial signature 
I like to close my eyes when I 
choose clothes from my closet.
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A truly grounded actress can be a rare 
find in Hollywood, but there’s no doubt 
that Alia Shawkat is one. She keeps things 
simple and has stayed true to herself in 
her years in front of the camera. In 2003, 
Shawkat’s career took off when she was 
cast as Maeby Fünke in the cult sitcom 
Arrested Development. That role (and oth-
ers including work on Amreeka, Whip It, 
and Broad City) shaped Shawkat’s career, 
establishing her as a major talent, while 
still allowing her to fly ever so slightly 
under the radar—just how she likes it. Her 
easygoing nature makes her the perfect 
fit for our cover. Stylist duo JAK wanted 
to play up Shawkat’s natural beauty with 
their clothing choices. “She has this 
amazing skin tone that works perfectly 
with buttery yellows, jade greens, and 
oranges,” they observed. “Those colors 
look so effortless on her.” The clothes, 
particularly the textures, were brought to 
life by Shawkat on set. Hairstylist Terri 
Walker loved playing with Shawkat’s curls 
and kept the look very natural with a soft, 
early-‘70s-inspired texture. Walker curled 
Shawkat’s hair with different-sized irons, 
applied a texturizing spray, and finished 
with a light-hold hair spray to keep the 
spring in her curls. Makeup artist Sandy 
Ganzer had a great time working with 
Shawkat. “Even though she doesn’t wear 
a ton of makeup, she’s always down to try 
something wild or unique,” says Ganzer. 
She used bronzer to create a radiant glow 
on her cheeks, and applied clear mas-
cara to top off the look. Ganzer sums up 
Shawkat’s personality best by noting that 
she “doesn’t take herself too seriously.” 
The ability to roll with the punches is 
something not everyone in Hollywood can 
pull off, but Shawkat makes it look easy. 

behind the scenes

All 
About 
Alia

get a look like shawkat’s:

nyx matte bronzer, 
$9; nyx tame & 
frame brow pomade 
in espresso, $7; nyx 
plush gel lipstick in 
dime piece, $7; nyx the 
skinny mascara, $7; 
nyxcosmetics.com for 
all. oribe superfine hair 
spray, $33; oribe dry 
texturizing spray, $44; 
oribe.com for both.
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10 Book 
Adapta-
tions You 
Need to 
See
Because Hollywood loves noth-
ing more than existing intellec-
tual property, studios have been 
adapting best-selling novels for 
almost as long as movies have 
been around. Case in point: Before 
Gone With the Wind set box office Gone With the Wind set box office Gone With the Wind
records in 1939, it was an equally 
popular novel by Margaret Mitchell. 
As studios rely more and more 
on revamping written works to 
stir up excitement for their films, 
re-creating best-selling books as 
motion pictures is more popular 
now than it has ever been. We’ve 
compiled 10 of the most exciting 
adaptations that are currently in 
the works.

nylon.cm/10-book-adaptations

The Best 
Sex Playlist 
You’ll Ever 
Hear
Nothing sets a mood like music. 
And when you want that mood to 
scream “sex,” you need to create 
the right playlist for the job. With 
that in mind, we’ve collected 69 of 
our favorite sensual songs. They’re 
all over the place genre-wise, from 
classics to of-the-moment hits, but 
the one thing they have in common 
is that they all make us think about 
getting it on between the sheets. 
So think of this list as the musical 
equivalent of Sex Ed. Listen up and 
get down.

nylon.cm/69-sex-songs

NYLON’s 
Guide to 
Your Post-
Breakup 
Wardrobe
Even the most self-assured 
people can be deeply affected by a 
breakup, and whether you are the 
dumper or the dumpee, parting 
ways is never easy. One major side 
effect of heartbreak is the influ-
ence it can have on your wardrobe 
choices, leaving your outfits all over 
the place—some barely presentable 
and others so out there that strang-
ers will wonder whether you just 
escaped the circus. Your breakup 
can leave you feeling sad, angry, 
and a little lost, but at least you 
won’t have to worry about main-
taining your sartorial sanity, thanks 
to this guide to the five stages of 
your post-breakup wardrobe.

nylon.cm/breakup-stages-by-outfit

An Ode
to Friday 
Night 
Lights 
In the Venn diagram of TV snobs 
and indiscriminate binge-watchers, 
there is one show that reliably 
exists in the overlap: Friday Night 
Lights. In the 10 years since its 
quiet debut on NBC, FNL has 
achieved a rare trifecta in the 
world of prestige television: critical 
acclaim, a cultlike following of 
adoring fans, and impressive view-
ership. The show’s devotees consist 
of people who might flock to the 
series for a variety of reasons, but 
remain enthralled because of one 
thing: There is no better on-screen 
depiction of people who show us 
not just who we want to be, but 
who we actually can be, if only 
we try. Our digital deputy editor 
goes long on why FNL remains the 
greatest show on television.

nylon.cm/friday-night-lights

.com
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all clothing and bag 
by versace, sun-
glasses by gogosho 
eyewear. 

opposite page: all 
clothing and accesso-
ries by dsquared2.
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all clothing by  
kenzo, stylist’s  
own sunglasses. 
opposite page: all 
clothing by dkny.

satisfy your need for speed  
with outfits adorned in racing  

stripes and checkerboard prints. 
photographed by charlotte rutherford.  

styled by christine baker



all clothing by philipp 
plein, boots by dr. 
martens, stylist’s own 
socks. 
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hair: charles dujic. 
makeup: jenna 
kristina. manicurist: 
tracy clemens at opus 
beauty using oribe. 
models: vanessa at 
vision los angeles 
and avery dey at next 
models.

all clothing by fausto 
puglisi.



all clothing and shoes 
by 3.1 phillip lim, 
stylist’s own hat and 
sunglasses. 



all clothing and bag 
by marc jacobs, boots 
by dr. martens.
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all clothing by 
coach 1941.



021

all clothing and acces-
sories by louis vuitton.

hair: charles dujic at 
tmg using bumble 
and bumble. makeup: 
jenna kristina at tmg 
using chanel ultrawear 
foundation. manicur-
ist: christina aviles at 
opus beauty. models: 
vanessa at vision mod-
els and avery dey at 
next model manage-
ment. casting: adam 
browne at six wolves. 



Charlotte 
Simone
U.K.-based designer Charlotte Simone 
is here to supply you with luxurious and 
playful creations to keep you warm, with-
out breaking the bank. Simone makes 
unique faux furs and accessories, mixing 
influences from Tokyo and Paris street 
style. She’s created her signature Pop-
sicle scarf, added luxurious cuffs and 
collars to coats, and adorned baseball 
caps with fuzzy pom-poms to give 
a hint of fluff and warmth. With her 
unique vision, Simone is building a 
brand of accessories inspired by the 
next generation of cool girls. MARISSA 
SMITH charlotte simone, $45-$805, 
charlottesimone.com

designer dispatch

Astrological sign 
Capricorn

Design philosophy 
Work hard and you 
will reap the 
rewards.

Muses 
Lena Dunham, my 
grandma, and my 
sausage dog Harold.

Materials of choice 
Leather, feathers, 
and fuzzy teddy 
bear fabrics

Fun fact 
I’m a black belt in 
karate.

Dream travel  
destination 
Italy, with lots  
of pasta, please!

Favorite spot  
in London 
Primrose Hill  
Park

Last novel you loved 
Jane Eyre is my 
favorite classic.

Favorite film of  
all time 
Breakfast at 
Tiffany’s

Daily soundtrack 
Who doesn’t love 
a bit of Sam Smith 
in the morning?

Drink order 
Vodka soda

Standby snack     
Maltesers



Remastered 
Utili�  

Gi� s 
From A to Z
This season, Delfina Delettrez finds inspira-
tion in the building blocks of language: the 
ABCs. Her holiday A-Z jewelry collection 
updates the brand’s signature lip and eye 
pieces with a letter charm dangling from 
each. The lust-worthy jewelry, featuring 
pearls and yellow gold, is all handmade in 
Delettrez’s Rome-based atelier, and every 
piece has spunk and humor. Necklaces, ear-
rings, and bracelets draw on the celebration 
of life, using delicate metal plates tradition-
ally used to engrave a newborn’s name. 
Jewelry like this makes the ABCs not only 
fundamental, but seriously stylish. SARAH 
FIELDING delfina delettrez abc collection, 
$820-$3,400, net-a-porter.com

In celebration of the 10th anniversary of 
Gap’s partnership with (RED), and over $10 
million contributed to AIDS research, the 
classic utility jacket is re-energized through 
their latest collaboration. Painted, penned, 
and embroidered, traditional cargo is trans-
formed to incorporate themes of gender 
play, hope, and cultural exploration thanks 
to six innovative artists, including Kelsey 
Montague, the muralist responsible for the 
deluge of butterfly wings on your Instagram 
feed, and Olek, a Polish-born artist, who 
specializes in large crochet installations. 
The six original prototype jackets (and three 
for children) will be auctioned off in sup-
port of World AIDS Day. Look out for these 
pieces hitting stores this month. MAYER 
CAMPBELL gap x (red), $198-$298, gap.com

Happy 
Feet
Iris Apfel wears several hats, ranging from 
interior designer to businesswoman to 
trendsetter. And now, in addition to hats, 
the 95-year-old global style icon also wears 
socks—Happy Socks that is. This season 
she has teamed up with the cheerful brand 
to create a few styles guaranteed to add 
some joy to your step. Here, Apfel fills us in 
on the inspirations behind the collaboration. 
AUSTEN TOSONE iris apfel for happy socks, 
$14 each, happysocks.com

How did you choose the patterns for 
this collection?
Items, fabrics, and colors that I 
enjoy inspired the designs. I love 
animals, so there are sheep and 
bunnies. I’m referred to as a “rare 

bird of fashion” so you’ll see a 
quirky bird as well. The patchwork 
print was inspired by a housecoat 
I’ve had for ages. I surround myself 
with all of these things and they 
naturally fit into the collection.

Who do you picture wearing these 
socks? 
I think there is something for 
everybody. I see young people lov-
ing them, but I’ve also given them 
to older gentlemen friends who are 
more reserved, and they wear and 
appreciate them, too.

Do you have a favorite pair of socks 
from this collection?
I love them all, but I have a par-
ticular fondness for the plump lit-
tle sheep. They’re so cuddly.

What is most exciting to you about this 
collaboration?
I love the brand—it makes people 
smile. I also love to design and 
thought it would be a perfect com-
bination. With socks, you can feel 
creative and stylish even if you 
aren’t outspoken with your style. 
Socks can be your own stylish 
secret that people only catch a 
glimpse of ever so slightly. I 
thought I could help the world have 
happy feet. 

she has teamed up with the cheerful brand 
to create a few styles guaranteed to add 
some joy to your step. Here, Apfel fills us in 
on the inspirations behind the collaboration. 
AUSTEN TOSONE
$14 each, happysocks.com

How did you choose the patterns for 
this collection?
Items, fabrics, and colors that I 
enjoy inspired the designs. I love 
animals, so there are sheep and 
bunnies. I’m referred to as a “rare 



On 
Cable, 
in 
Stereo 
Calling fans of TRL, Yo! MTV Raps, and 
Cribs! Designer Marc Jacobs has taken 
inspiration from the early days of the origi-
nal music network with a new collaboration. 
Incorporated into the designer’s 2017 resort 
collection, which featured bold black-
and-white prints, neon colors, and graphic 
animal prints, the MTV logo made several 
appearances. It graced the front of sweat-
ers and T-shirts, but we felt a particular 
fondness for the accessories, specifically 
the tote bags. The totes range from simply 
sporting the brand’s name, with the “M” in 
Marc replaced by the MTV logo, to larger 
designs with an array of rainbow sequins 
decorating the logo. No matter your style, 
these trendy totes are ready for your closets 
and your gift-giving this holiday. MS
marc jacobs mtv totes, $150-$595,
marcjacobs.com

Tatras
This winter, get ready to bundle up in some-
thing unexpected. Founded in Japan and 
based in Italy, outerwear brand Tatras com-
bines the best of both worlds. The jackets 
in this capsule collection incorporate silk 
Nishijin, a traditional Japanese fabric used 
to make imperial kimonos. The fabric is spe-
cially sourced from Kyoto and weaved with 
silk and gold. These fabrics are crafted in sil-
houettes we know and love, like bombers and 
parkas. Don’t feel too guilty about investing 
in these coats—between the amazing fabrics 
and the technology involved, they will keep 
you warm this winter and for many to follow. 
MS tatras, $700-$2,100, shopbop.com

new faves

Amanda Mehl
Born in Buenos Aires, and educated in New 
York and Tel Aviv, Amanda Mehl has taken 
her art-school sensibilities and crafted a 
clothing line that stretches her creativity 
to a different medium. In her eponymous 
label, Mehl mixes fantasy with glamour to 
create eye-catching pieces guaranteed to 
give any wardrobe a jolt of energy. She also 
tapped into niche internet subcultures 
such as cyberpunk, cybergoth, industrial 
rave, cosplay, and more when dreaming 
up her collection. This inspired Mehl to 
incorporate unconventional materials 
such as PVC, chains, and various types 
of hardware. The line has a Zenon: Girl 
of the 21st Century vibe while still main-
taining a modern edge. MS amanda 
mehl, $140-$1,000, amehlnyc.com

new faves
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Neutral Pale� e
Art lovers and wardrobe minimalists alike will 
have reason to celebrate this season: E� ort-
lessly cool COS has created a capsule collec-
tion that celebrates the exhibition of Agnes 
Martin works at the Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Museum in New York. The brand is known 
for gender-neutral styles, and the collection 
features pieces that work for both men and 
women. The 12-piece capsule collection was 
inspired by the soft colors and geometric 
shapes used in Martin’s work. The prints were 
developed by the design team at COS and 
each refers to a specifi c work by Martin. The 
silhouettes used in this collection are not only 
true to the brand identity of COS, but also 
resemble what an artist would wear in the 
studio. With such solid inspiration, the collab-
oration is nothing short of museum-worthy. AT 
cos x agnes martin, $89-$275, cosstores.com

Dear Frances
If you’re craving footwear that is both elegant 
and trend-worthy, look no further than 
Dear Frances. Designed in London by Jane 
Frances, the resort collection springs with 
an expression of new life, complete with 
bursts of color inspired by natural elements 
of the seashore. The signature float heel, with 
Perspex embedded into wooden heels, has 
real dried flowers, pressed and set into acryl-
ic molds by hand, which take the earthy feel 
to a whole new level. Get ahead of the curve 
and grab a pair before they make it big. MS 
dear frances resort 2017 collection, $340-
$595, dearfrances.com

new faves
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opposite page:  
rufflecon attendees, 
clockwise from top 
left: janise hope; 
andrea jasmine 
riettie; abby cox; 
levy cross; lauren 
alberque, ama, alex 
alvarado, julie anne 
beierwaltes, and lisa 
lily rose.

and Instagram. “There’s this huge 
part of the culture where you post 
your outfits online. People will ask for 
constructive criticism; we feed off each 
other to improve the way we convey the 
fashion,” says former RuffleCon staffer 
Sami Goldman, cracking a smile through 
gold-foiled lips that pair perfectly with 
her “OP” (or one-piece) dress. In such 
a cyber-centric community, RuffleCon 
provides a chance to finally bring the 
whole thing to life. “There are people 
that you only really talk with online, 
and here you get to see them, actually 
physically be with them—it just puts 
it all together and makes it all real,” 
says Levy Cross, a current RuffleCon 
employee who sports a red corset over 
an elaborate black blouse and striped 
skirt. (“My outfit altogether probably 
costs almost $500—and this would be 
considered a cheaper one,” Cross adds. 
Nobody said these looks come without 
a price.)

Lolita may be the most ubiquitous 
style at the convention, but it’s certainly 
not the only act in town. Across the 
room, a girl named Monica Lamoureux 
wears a lavish, full-length, caramel-
colored dress. She sets down a big 
bronze cannon gun prop and crunches 
into an apple. “I’m steampunk, but 
I’m a little off the norm. Steampunk 
is a gritty-looking kind of style, but I 
went more with ‘high lady with a big 
gun,’” says Lamoureux in between 
bites. “I made most everything I’m 
wearing. I bought an evening gown on 
clearance and sewed it up and made 
the bustle. I made this jacket from 
scratch. I reupholstered my shoes 
from the material I used on my dress. 
I reupholstered my sun hat, too. The 
fashion really emphasizes ‘making.’ 
You’ll buy bits and pieces and alter 
them to create an industrial, antique, 
sepia kind of style.” And it’s true: The 

steampunk looks at the convention 
largely suggest a high level of DIY 
customization. 

The historical costuming community 
is another smaller but rising subset of 
the RuffleCon crew. Among its most 
notable members are Abby Cox and 
Lauren Stowell of footwear brand 
American Duchess, which makes 
historically accurate shoes. Cox, who is 
a dress historian by trade, is sporting a 
1780-style silk taffeta Robe à la Lévite. 
It’s hand-sewn, keeping it authentic, 
and is modeled on old French fashion 
plates. She has also, by the way, made 
all of her underpinnings by hand, 
and her hair is styled using correct 
historical techniques and materials. 

“The best references are the primary 
sources,” Cox explains of achieving her 
look. “So, original newspapers, books, 
and anything I can get my hands on that 
actually comes from the time period  
helps me understand how they thought 
about their life and their clothes. And 
then when it comes to actually knowing 
how to put things together, I study the 
original garments—so, getting into 
museum collections, looking at the 
innards of the gowns, seeing what they 
did and why they did it.” 

Stowell, a historical dress hobbyist 
who got her start blogging in 2008, is 
in an 1880-style piece. It’s handmade 
but not hand-sewn, since sewing 
machines existed at that time. “I’ve got 
what you see on the outside, which is 
my hat, a skirt, a bodice, and an apron 
or an overskirt. Underneath I have an 
enormous ruffled petticoat, a bum 
pad, a corset, a corset cover, a chemise, 
split drawers, stockings, and boots 
that you need a buttonhook for. And I 
don’t even have any outerwear on. So 
we’re talking 15 to 17 potential items 
for Victorian women’s dress. This is the 
stuff that we geek out on,” says Stowell 

with a chuckle. Their brand, American 
Duchess, has become a must for anyone 
in the historical costuming world, and 
even boasts some more mainstream 
fans. “Our most popular category 
is Edwardian, because those shoes 
cross over really well with hipsters and 
people interested in a little bit of that 
historicism in their dress,” says Stowell. 

“Gibsons, Astorias, some people wear 
button boots—they’re interesting 
without being, like, ‘What are you 
wearing on your feet, man?’”

But not everyone at RuffleCon 
necessarily subscribes to a particular 
subculture. Lately, it seems the once-
strict divides between styles are 
increasingly blurring in favor of more 
individual creativity, and people are 
mixing elements of various looks 
without reprisal. “When I started, it 
was very distinct. There was actually a 
list of rules called the Lolita Handbook. 
It’s so different now,” reflects Gleason, 
who has been on the scene for over 
10 years and has watched it evolve 
firsthand. “A big thing about Lolita 
was that the skirt was cut at the 
knee. I remember one time all of us 
on a panel agreed that we thought the 
hemline was going to drop, and we 
actually got flak for it! Everybody was 
upset. Then, maybe a year later, the 
major brands started doing it. It sounds 
silly, but all of a sudden, people were 
like, ‘Why are we [adhering] to these 
rules?’” The evidence of this shift is 
apparent. At lunchtime, a group of girls 
with not-quite-textbook Lolita looks sit 
munching on salads. “I love Lolita, but 
I classify myself more as maiden style, 
because I like to wear longer dresses 
that are a little bit more ‘new Victorian,’” 
explains Julie Anne Beierwaltes, a 
petite girl with long brown locks. “It’s 
still Lolita fashion, but it’s a little bit 
more specific.”
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RuffleCon’s diversity is not only 
evident in the many styles of dress. 
Upstairs, where the day’s lectures 
are being held, a panel on ethnic hair 
in alternative fashion is taking place, 
hosted by community mainstay Amber 
a.k.a. AmaniHiME, and it appears to be 
among the best-attended talks of the 
day. “When I first got into Lolita back 
in 2006, 2007, I was one of the only 
black girls who were doing it,” recalls 
Amber after her class is dismissed. 

“There wasn’t much of an emphasis 
on things like wigs that are way more 
popular now. Then, the staple usually 
was curled hair or ringlets. When I 
started growing my natural hair out, I 
really wanted to try to use it more and 
not have to hide it. So I began taking 
inspiration from a lot of old movies 
like The Color Purple, or pictures online 
of black people during the Victorian 
era or the Edwardian era, to see how 
they styled their hair. It was really a 
labor of love, learning how I could take 
care of my hair and do it in ways that 
matched the style that I was going 
for but that was still uniquely me.” 
Amber now seeks to impart some of 
this hard-earned wisdom. “Most of 
my panel centered on trying to give 
people of color who are into different 
alternative fashions a basic introduction 
on how to use what they’re given 
naturally—trying to encourage them to 
use things like their natural hair and 
showing them how to do makeup to 
match whatever style they’re going for,” 
says Amber. “Even though Lolita is a 
pretty progressive thing in the United 
States, there still can be some close-
mindedness in there.”

Further down the hall, an audience is 
learning how (and how not) to throw a 
proper Lolita tea party. (“You had these 

people behind the curtain who were 
dipping Lipton tea bags into hot water 
and then giving people the cups of tea! 
I just couldn’t believe that something 
like that could happen!” the expert 
recollects of a particularly traumatic 
teatime experience.) A corset-making 
demo is in session a couple of doors 
down, weighing the merits of synthetic 
whalebone versus plastic. “I hate to 
admit that I’m a convert. I was very 
‘plastic doesn’t belong in a corset,’ but 
this magic engineered plastic—I love 
it. You can feel how light this corset is, 
it weighs nothing,” says the instructor, 
passing around a sample. The room 
gasps in shock. Nearby, a spunky 
speaker is giving a lecture debunking 
and reframing steampunk stereotypes. 

“Goggles are my pet peeve,” she muses. 
“Monogoggles are super close to my pet 
peeve.” (A girl in a horned headpiece 
and velvet-flocked dress shouts out in 
approval from the front row.)

The afternoon of lectures is broken 
up by a big runway show featuring 
a wide range of alt labels, including 
favorites like I Do Declare, designed 
by Kelsey Hine, whose collection was 
inspired by the Edgar Allan Poe story 

“Masque of the Red Death.” It’s creepy-
beautiful, and everyone loves it. In the 
moment, it’s almost easy to forget that 
wearing pieces like this could get you 
some unwanted attention outside of 
this environment.

“I think one of the big challenges 
people in this community face as 
a whole is just acceptance,” says 
PR director Nancy Ramos. “With 
Lolita fashion, it’s so audaciously 
hyper-feminine that some people 
feel like they have license to say and 
insinuate certain things because 
women, historically, have been seen as 
commodities. It’s not safe and it feels 
horrible and gross.” Hence, a big part 
of the RuffleCon mission is inclusivity, 
openness, and acceptance—creating 
a space where people can share their 

style and not feel endangered for 
doing so. To that end, the conference 
has also partnered with RAINN, the 
nation’s largest anti-sexual violence 
organization. Posters hang everywhere 
explicitly stating a zero-tolerance policy 
for any kind of bigotry or bullying. “I’m 
probably most proud that almost every 
year, I have people who are transgender 
come up to me and say, ‘This is the first 
time I’m presenting female,’ or ‘This is 
the first time I’m presenting male,’ and 

‘I was really nervous, but everybody’s 
been wonderful to me.’ That touches 
me personally, and I’m so glad that 
not only our staff, but the attendees 
themselves, are making that kind of 
space for somebody to be like, ‘All right, 
I’m gonna do this’—something they’ve 
been afraid to do all their lives,” says 
Gleason. She also hopes that with 
increased visibility of their community 
will come more tolerance at large—that 
they’re making the whole outside world 
more of a safe space, one convention at 
a time: “I now have people on my staff 
who are not personally interested in 
this, but they respect it because they 
realize, ‘You know what? They definitely 
don’t wear what I wear, but these are 
all great people.’ It’s lessening the blow 
of those situations where they’re being 
confronted like, ‘Hey, Little Bo Peep, 
what’s going on?’ No, thank you.”

Ultimately, of course, RuffleCon is 
also simply about celebrating the over 
the top, the extravagant, the refusal 
to fade quietly into a sea of sartorial 
sameness. “What social events do we 
have anymore that really allow people 
to dress up and be theatrical? There’s 
been this cult of casual and normcore 
that’s kind of taken over mass fashion,” 
Ramos says, gently adjusting her crown. 

“And it can be so boring.”

opposite page: 
rufflecon attendees, 
clockwise from top 
left: nicole supernor; 
sable; grace scott; 
abby cox and lauren 
stowell.



chanel’s resort collection is ready for 

havana nights. photographed by helen 

eriksson. styled by dani stahl

all clothing and 
accessories worn 
throughout by 
chanel.
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Chanel has always had an uncanny abil-
ity to tap into the spirit of the moment. 
And as the world watches Cuba’s place 
on the international stage evolve for 
the first time in decades, it only makes 
sense that the luxury brand—which 
pioneered the notion of the destination 
resort show—would look to the island 
nation as a source of creative inspira-
tion. The label’s new cruise collection, 
which was famously first shown on Pas-
eo del Prado in Havana amid the iconic 
bronze lion statues and old-school 
Buicks and Cadillacs, pays homage 
to Cuba’s soul. Interpretations of the 
traditional guayabera shirt and breezy 
cuffed pinstripe trousers meet floaty 
tiered-organza “debutante dresses” and 
airy macramé pieces. “Viva Coco Cuba 
Libre” tees accompany sweet shorts and 
swimwear, while sandals and brogues 
are the footwear of choice. A lush color 
palette is threaded throughout, mirror-
ing the vibrant facades of the old-town 
architecture: yellow, pink, orange, tur-
quoise, and bright green (while touches 
of grayscale are a tribute to the work of 
celebrated Cuban artist Wifredo Lam). 
Retro auto prints and tropical vegetation 
embroideries also make strong appear-
ances. And everything is topped off 
with a panama hat or beret. Lively and 
joyful, elevated-casual and fun, it’s just 
the collection every NYLON girl dreams 
of wearing to explore the Caribbean 
country by day and dance into the night. 
DANI STAHL 
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hair: gianluca 
mandelli at atelier 
management using 
kérastase. makeup: 
william murphy at 
atelier management 
using diorskin nude. 
manicurist: yuko wada 
at atelier management 
using dior vernis. 
models: taylor allard 
at ford models and 
alice vink at fusion 
model management. 
special thanks to the 
mary a. whalen and 
portside newyork.
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by holly siegel. photographed 
by amy harrity
by holly siegel. photographed 
by amy harrity

Kylea Borges  
Her 1964 Ford 
Ranchero
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“I didn’t plan any scenic journey,” concedes Kylea Borges when 
I find her and her white ’64 Ford Ranchero, Mona, posted up in 
a parking lot in Oakland, California. We climb in and she starts 
the engine; it revs with a perfect deep, old-car grumble, and 
then we’re off. 

Borges grew up in San Luis Obispo, and at age 18 moved to 
the San Francisco area, where she began working in the Haight 
Ashbury neighborhood’s famous vintage stores and studying 
fashion design. It was during these early days that Borges used 
her knowledge of textiles and design to transition into self-
taught fine arts, meticulously crafting the intricate collages and 
mixed-media pieces for which she has become known (and 
which have won her collabs with companies like RVCA). 

But lately, Borges has been expanding her artistic horizons. 
“I’ve been doing interior design over the past three and a half 
years. I just recently left my job and am working on develop-
ing my own business. I want to bring everything together and 
infuse it with interiors, because I do use some of my patterns as 
wallpaper or textiles, so it kind of translates,” she says. And in 
taking stock of her aesthetic vibe, from her goth-Western-tinged 
ensemble to the Dolly Parton cassette propped behind Mona’s 
retro cup holders, that all sounds just right.
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“It’s like you 
joined a cult.”

—Kylea Borges, on being a 
classic american car owner
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I’m sure you were turned on by this car’s 
interior.
I got lucky. I don’t know if gold was a stock color that they 
made, because I can’t find gold replacements for anything. 
The wood stuff was added by someone else. The steering 
wheel is actually supposed to be bigger and thinner. Someone 
got a little muscle car-y on it.

We drive down Pleasant Valley Avenue in Rockridge, past local 
chains and coffee shops.

How did you and Mona meet?
I was really drawn to Rancheros, so my friend was sending me 
Craigslist ads. I saw this one and I was like, “Maybe we can go 
drive it—it doesn’t hurt to just drive it.” And when we went to 
leave I was like, “Hmm, should I take cash? I’ll take cash. Just 
in case.” Of course, I came home with the car.

How much was it?
It was $5,500.

Borges pulls into the hilly and lush Mountain View Cemetery, 
burial place of Domingo Ghirardelli, Randy Rhoads, and 
Elizabeth Short, the “Black Dahlia.” She muses on taking her 
mother here for a picnic.

You took $5,500 in cash with you?!
Yeah! Yes, I did.

How did you name her?
I was like, “She needs the name of a 65-year-old woman with 
a beehive [updo] who chain-smokes cigarettes. Her name 
needs to be, like, Mona or something.” And it stuck!

Is there a certain kind of respect that comes 
with owning a classic American car?
It’s like you joined a cult. People nod at you or honk at you or 
whatever, which is awesome. 

Is that a stick shift on the wheel?
Yeah, it’s called “three on the tree”! It’s three gears and then 
reverse. So it’s first, second, and third gear, which goes 
anywhere from, like, 40 to 75, and that’s pretty much where 
it maxes out. It’s not easy to drive. She has a penchant for 
breaking down.

Does it get hot in here?
I drove her to the Russian River one time when it was 95 
degrees, and we got stuck in traffic back through Petaluma. 
There’s no AC; there’s barely any fan. So it felt like 1,000 
degrees. I had to stop and get a shake at In-N-Out because it 
was so hot. I was like, “Fuck this!”

What’s your favorite cruising music?
It’s either Dolly [Parton] or Dr. Dre. The tape player in the 
car sounds like screaming alien babies, but I love tapes so I 
bought an external one.

We get back on the street in Piedmont. A construction worker 
hollers, “Cool car!” as we ride by.

Have you always known a lot about cars?
No, but I’ve learned a lot. I grew up with a single mom. She 
wasn’t like, “Let’s get under the hood, here’s how you fix some 
shit.”

Who taught you how to drive?
My brother taught me how to drive in high school and he did 
kind of a terrible job, because he’d just be like, “Shift now! 
Shift now!” And I’d be like, “Why?!” I didn’t understand the 
science behind it.

Did you still pass your driver’s test on the 
first try?
Oh yeah, flying colors.  
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Tanwi Nandini Islam
with a hit fi rst novel (plus a
second on the way) and a cult-
fave fragrance brand, this brooklyn-
based author and perfumer uses 
literature and scents to explore 
the concept of home. by molly 
beauchemin. photographed by 
danny kasirye

Perched on a couch in her Williamsburg 
apartment, Tanwi Nandini Islam refl ects 
on the poetry of how she got here. “I’ve 
lived a very transient life, so I was never 
in one place very long,” she recalls, item-
izing her many homes like bullet points 
on a grocery list (“Illinois, Alabama, 
Texas, Missouri, Bangladesh…,” she re-
counts). “As a kid I would watch Where 
in the World Is Carmen Sandiego? and 
think about where I would choose to live 
if I got to be on the show. I would always 
choose New York,” she says. “Funnily 
enough, I did move to New York and I 
did go to that show—but before moving 
to Brooklyn I totally had this experience 
of craving one home that had history, a 
place where I could set down roots.”

The experience of yearning for home—
real or imagined—inspired Islam’s criti-
cally acclaimed fi rst novel, Bright Lines, 
which was released in 2015 and tells the 
story of a young Bangladeshi woman 
who struggles to make peace with her 
family’s past amid the twin backdrops of 
Brooklyn and Bangladesh. This kind of 
narrative refl ex also fueled Islam’s inter-
est in olfaction as an alternate vehicle 
for storytelling and comfort. “I started 
collecting essential oils and it just sort 
of became this thing,” she says of Hi 
Wildfl ower Botanica, the fragrance line 
she launched while writing her book. 

“Scent is a moment of meditation 
and refl ection,” she explains of the 
endeavor, which pairs rare botanicals 
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Find Tanwi Nandini 
Islam’s book and 

candles in our 
“Unwrapped” guide  

at nylon.cm/mag-gifts.

and fine perfumery raw materials to 
evoke ancient rites and faraway places. 

“Especially in a place like New York, I 
can only imagine that anyone who is 
hustling needs to light a candle, get a 
glass of wine, and chill. Hi Wildflower is 
connected to that.” 

It was in the course of exploring the 
world through scent that Islam landed 
on the idea of making candles inspired 
by books, designing fragrant notes to 
encapsulate the novels that influenced 
her. “For Kiese Laymon’s book Long Divi-
sion, he described the South through 
the botanicals of ‘moss and magnolia’ 
and we just hit it on the head,” she re-
calls of a recent collaboration. “It’s really 
fun, because it’s like fan fiction but with 
a candle.” 

Her next installment of perfumes 
will be inspired by the book that she’s 
working on as of this writing. “It’s called 
Remnants of a Star, and it’s about a 
filmmaker and a perfumer who make a 

film about the oldest woman on earth,” 
she says. “I love the idea of creating a 
parallel olfactory universe to heighten 
the experience of the novel. Scent really 
does transport you, and that’s what I 
want to play with.”  

So what is her favorite fragrance? “I 
love [Hi Wildflower’s] Mojave. On my 
book tour in L.A., I drove to Joshua Tree 
one night, alone. The sky was covered 
in stars, the Milky Way was out, and 
the desert smelled like outer space—I 
felt like I was on Mars, because Joshua 
Tree looks like that. The perfume is 
inspired by sacred, burnable notes like 
palo santo, sage, eucalyptus, leather, 
warm vanilla, and this desiccated-earth 
scent,” she muses, expounding on the 
beauty of the journey she tried to cap-
ture for Mojave. 

“That’s why I love perfume—because 
we don’t need it, but we need it,” she 
says with a smile. “It brings us pleasure, 
and the world needs more of that.” 

GIFT IT! 

keep an eye out for a  
limited-edition NYLON x Hi Wildflower 

Botanica custom fragrance coming to the 
NYLON Shop in February!



tanwi’s musts

Eating:  I always 
love the tacos at 
La Superior, and 
I’m all about the 
no-nonsense, deli-
cious food at House 
of Small Wonder. 

Drinking:  Donna’s 
Brancolada is 
amazing—it’s a 
frozen piña colada 
with Branca Menta.

Thrifting:  Dusty 
Rose Vintage has 
amazing jackets. 
I also love Narnia 
Vintage on the high 
end, and Fox & Fawn 
has crazy finds.

Listening:  I have 
been into William 
Onyeabor for so 
long; he’s great. 
I also like Flying 
Lotus, Little 
Dragon, and Erykah 
Badu, of course. I 
love really medi-
tative, atmospher-
ic R&B vibes. Ride 
or die for Erykah! 

Beautifying:  Purple 
lipstick forever. 
My favorites 
include Nars 
Silvia (which is 
limited-edition) 
and Smashbox 
Tabloid.

Browsing:  
Searching for 
inspiration is an 
analog experi-
ence. I’ll dip 
into The Wild 
Unknown tarot 
deck or The Book 
of Symbols from 
Taschen to get my 
creative juices 
flowing. 

Reading:  The 
Farthest Shore by 
Ursula K. Le Guin

Traveling:  I just 
went to Medellín 
and Cartagena, 
Colombia, and I 
highly recom-
mend it if 
you’re into 
architec-
ture, 
music, 
and 
food. 
Old 
Cartagena 
is the land that 
inspired [Gabriel 
García] Márquez, 
and there is an 
amazing cevi-
chería called El 
Boliche—it’s so 
good! 

Coveting: 
I love Maryam 
Nassir Zadeh’s 
square heels—I’m 
so glad the 
square heel 
is back.

Believing:  
There are two 
phrases that 
came to me when 
conceiving of 
Hi Wildflower—
“Bloom on the 
Fringe” and 
“Grow Free and 
Everywhere.” 
These allude to 
wildflowers as 
a metaphor. They 
grow out of con-
crete, cliffs, 
sand dunes, mead-
ows—and in that 
spirit, I think 
each and every 
person should 
choose original-
ity and being 
true to their own 
divine nature. 

Beautifying:  
lipstick forever. 
My favorites 



dress by louis vuitton.
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clothing by gucci. 



give your wardrobe the gift of opulence this season. 
styled by savannah white. photographed by tyler 

mitchell at  



all clothing by msgm. 
dress by isa arfen.
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1. j.papa, $320 2. c/meo collective, $195 3. vivetta, $415 4. jill stuart, $738 5. marissa webb, $425 6. cynthia rowley, $295 7. jonathan simkhai, $345 8. suno, 
$525 9. acler, $240. opposite page: sweater by cinq a sept, skirt by msgm. hair: takuya sugawara at walter schupfer management using aveda. makeup: 

william murphy at atelier management using diorskin nude. manicurist: yuko wada at atelier management using dior vernis. models: tarsha at img models
and kate bowman. still lifes: savanna ruedy.
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TRY THESE: m.a.c 
cosmetics glitter in 
3d platinum, 3d pale 
mint, 3d silver, and 3d 
brass gold, $22 each, 
maccosmetics.com; 
deborah lippmann 
nail color in happy 
birthday and magic 
carpet ride, $20 each, 
deborahlippmann.com.



show your commitment to sparkle motion with 
these glitzy beauty looks. photographed by 

mikey asanin
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TRY THESE: major 
moonshine glitter gel 
in iggy stardust, $28, 
majormoonshine.com; 
serge normant dream 
big instant volumizing 
mousse, $25,
sergenormant.com.
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TRY THESE: major moonshine glitter gel in the ocean’s kiss, $28, majormoonshine.com; serge normant meta luxe hair spray, $25, sergenormant.com.



TRY THESE: make up for ever glitters in white violet 4, $15, sephora.com; m.a.c cosmetics lipstick in on and on, $17, maccosmetics.com.
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TRY THESE: in your 
dreams silver selene 
chunky face glitter, 
$6.70, inyour-dreams.
com; glossier perfect-
ing skin tint, $26, 
glossier.com.



TRY THESE: major moonshine 
glitter gel in oxycotton candy, 
$28, majormoonshine.com; 
serge normant meta sheer 
dry oil finishing spray, $24, 
sergenormant.com.
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TRY THESE: m.a.c cosmetics glitter in gold, $22, maccosmetics.com; maybelline great lash clear mascara, $4.50, target.com.

makeup: clara rae. hair: joseph maine at jedroot. manicurist: mar y sol at kate ryan inc. using dior vernis. models: maggie, nastya, 
and djenice at wilhelmina models. beauty editor: jade taylor.
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We Belong 
Together

070

Mariah Carey: She’s a beauty school drop-
out, one of the best-selling female artists 
of the millennium, a master shade-thrower 
(“I don’t know her”), and the queen of 
whistle tones. Now, she’s back with M.A.C 
Cosmetics for another sparkly collection 
this season. Highlights from the line include 
lipsticks, eye shadow quads, liquid eyeliner, 
false lashes, loose powder, and brushes, all 
decked out in silver glitter packaging with 
gold accents. Basically, everything you’d 
need to feel like the diva herself. For frugal 
holiday budgets, we’d recommend products 

that get novelty points in addition to having 
the kind of quality we already expect from 
M.A.C: The lipsticks are stamped with a 
butterfly, in reference to Carey’s iconic 
album of the same name (not to mention 
her lower-back tattoo), the extra dimension 
Skinfinish is embossed with a glamorous 
image of her face, and a sexy, warm-toned 
shadow quad is literally named I’m That 
Chick You Like. Considering that the song-
stress is known for banning the use of red 
lipstick by her makeup artists, the collec-
tion is perfect for those who would rather 
their holiday look be more “snowflake” 
than “elf.” It’s probably the most versatile 
holiday collection ever, one to take into later 
seasons, so you don’t have to worry that 
all you want for Christmas is...everything. 
SOPHIA RICHARDS m.a.c mariah carey, 
$18.50-$59.50, maccosmetics.com
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get 

into the 

smooth, $12, 

ulta.com

 fl awless  
 friends,   
$40, 

sephora.com

artistic pencil collection, $250, makeupforever.com

everlasting 

obsession 

liquid lipstick 

collector’s 

edition, $240, 

sephora.com

limited edition 
faile collection 

for a cause, $45, 
kiehls.com

holiday stocking stu� er in nice, $4.95, 
lipsmacker.com

in the city nail 
polish set, $36.50, 

sephora.com

                 collection 
                   confetti 
                set of 5 
mini sponges, $12, 
    sephora.com

donna eau 
de parfum, 

$130 for 
3.4 fl . oz., 

nordstrom.com

collection 
strays away mini 

tweezer set, $10, sephora.com

gold 

crème lip 

gloss, $22, 

sephora.

com

rouge pur 
couture star 

clash edition n. 

19 fuchsia, $37, 

yslbeautyus.com

sonia’s serpent 

10-piece 

brush set, 

$40; sonia’s 

serpent brush 

cup, $13; th
e 

geometric
s 

four-piece 

brush set, 

$30; 

 target.com 

for all

tarteist paint palette 

collector’s set, $49, 

ulta.com

kiss 

   mix 

bauble, 

     $22, 

spacenk.com

diorifi c 

vernis in 

#001 nova 

and #328 golden, 

$28 each, dior.com

beauty le marc lip
 

crème lip
stick in 256 

bad behavior, $
30, 

sephora.com collection sparkle & shine lash curler, $18,           sephora.com

la laque 

couture 

n. 79 silver 

clash, $28,    

yslbeautyus.com

evercalm 
gift set, $49, 
sephora.com

facial water trio, $18, 
sephora.com

Find the items on this 
page at nylon.cm/

mag-gifts.

GIFT IT! 



ogxbeauty.com | ogxbeauty

go coconuts for hydration!
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C O U N T E R  C U LT U R E

Nail polish fanatics, rejoice! Sally Hansen has 
just unleashed a brand-new collection called Color 

Therapy with global color ambassador Madeline 
Poole that will finally eliminate all your polish-wearing 
woes. The line caters to those who desire to wear 
beautiful colors while simultaneously caring for 
their nails, so the brand has launched 38 shades of 
Color Therapy polishes, each containing an argan-

oil-enriched formula that needs no base coat, so the oil 
complex can directly contact bare nails. Finish it off with the 
Color Therapy topcoat and nail and cuticle oil, also infused 

with argan oil. Now you can finally have beautiful and healthy 
nails. sally hansen color therapy collection, $9, sallyhansen.com

If you’re part of the rare breed of fragrance-
obsessed book nerds, you’re in luck: Penhaligon’s 

just launched an olfactory fiction line called Portraits, 
Chapter One, which includes four scents inspired by British 

aristocracy. Even cooler: Each bottle is topped off, literally, with 
various animal heads that reference each story. There’s 
The Tragedy of Lord George, a masculine, woody scent; 
The Revenge of Lady Blanche, infused with green florals 
like orris, narcissus flower, and hyacinth; Much Ado About 
the Duke, a leathery rose infusion; and The Coveted 
Duchess Rose, a musky wood and mandarin olfactory treat. 
Consider these little pieces of art perfect additions to any 
bookshelf or vanity tray. penhaligon’s portraits collection, 
chapter one, $240 for 2.5 fl. oz. each, penhaligons.com

'tis the season for new  
beauty products! by jade  

taylor. illustrated by  
jackson gibbs

Paint Job

Animal 
Collective



C O U N T E R  C U LT U R E

Who doesn’t love mini versions of their favorite beauty 
products? Not only are they totally cute, but they also make 

perfect travel companions for those on the go. Well, Marc 
Jacobs Beauty has just come out with the coolest holiday 

set, aptly called Up All Night, which has mini-sized 
Le Marc Lip Crème lipsticks inside a metallic 

pink vegan-leather pouch with a zipper tas-
sel. The five shades inside are some of the 
brand’s best sellers: No Angel (a nude apri-
cot), Slow Burn (a creamy rose), Oh Miley 

(a strawberry red), Miss Scarlet (a deep ruby), 
and Scandal (a plush plum)—a perfect collec-
tion of colors for the season, and, duh, holi-

day parties! marc jacobs beauty up all night 
five-piece petites le marc lip crème collection, 

$49, sephora.com

While many have jumped on the natural beauty train, 
some of us are still wary of the efficacy of natural 
skincare creams. Lucky for us, Kiehl’s just solved 
that problem with the introduction of its new-
est skincare launch, Pure Vitality Skin 
Renewing Cream. It’s a 99.6-percent 
naturally derived formula that’s 
the first of its kind to combine 
New Zealand Manuka honey 
and Korean red ginseng root, 
two world-renowned skincare 
ingredients. The moisturizer improves 
overall radiance, glow, and texture—leav-
ing behind smooth, hydrated skin—perfect 
for the brutal winter months ahead. kiehl’s 
pure vitality skin renewing cream, $60, 
kiehls.com

Flaming Lips

Face Forward
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Mask 
Maker
drench your 
locks in these 
haircare miracles. 
photographed by 
mikey asanin

 
from top to bottom: 
tonymoly angel glow 
ring hair mask, $5, 
urbanoutfitters.com; 
kérastase réflection 
masque chroma riche, 
$63, kerastase-usa.
com; christophe robin 
regenerating mask with 
rare prickly pear seed 
oil, $71, sephora.com; 
leonor greyl masque 
fleurs de jasmin, $65, 
leonorgreyl-usa.com; 
verb hydrating mask, 
$14, sephora.com

makeup: william 
murphy at atelier 
management using 
diorskin nude. hair: 
david cruz at art 
department for kevin 
murphy. model: apple 
at ford models.
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Water 
Colors
Water 
Colors
turn your bath into a 
work of art with these 
multihued treats that’ll 
have your skin looking, 
feeling, and smelling like 
an angel. photographed 
by signe pierce

TRY THESE: lush bath 
bombs in intergalactic, the 
experimenter, shoot for the 
stars, and sex bomb, $6.95-
$8.95, lushusa.com.



NYLON.COM

NYLON.COM

NYLON.COM
NYLON.COM

NYLON.COM
NYLON.COM

THE MOST AWESOME 
WEBSITE IN THE WORLD
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add a few drops 
of these skincare 
superboosters to 
your moisturizer, 
mask, serum, 
or foundation 
to target any 
skin woes. 
photographed
by mikey asanin

Beam
Me Up

from left to right: 
hylamide glow booster, 
$32, hylamide.com; 
glossier super pure, 
$28, glossier.com; dr. 
dennis gross skincare 
clinical concentrate 
hydration booster, $68, 
sephora.com; clarins 
detox booster, $39, 
clarins.com.

makeup: william 
murphy at atelier 
management using 
diorskin nude. hair: 
david cruz at art 
department for kevin 
murphy. model: 
cirkeline at trump 
models.



smooth satin fi nish 14 versatile shades100% natural ingredients

Luscious, full-coverage color you’ll love. 
8-hour moisture that loves your lips in return.







coat by thakoon, 
turtleneck and pants 
by lrs studio, shoes 
by giuseppe zanotti 
design.

opposite page: top and 
skirt by electric feath-
ers, boots by h&m, 
earrings by vita fede, 
necklace by gabriela 
artigas.

previous page: dress 
by rodebjer.
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Comedy Central’s Drunk History. 
“She’s a reminder that you can exist in the entertainment 

world and remain authentic,” says Plaza of Shawkat. She re-
calls with fondness a time the two wandered around a studio lot 
super high after taping a segment of Getting Doug With High 
in 2015. “The whole point of that show is that you get stoned on 
camera with Doug Benson and talk about things,” Plaza says. 

“But we thought that you get stoned and then you do the show.” 
Another recent project, the Michael Showalter-produced 

Search Party on TBS, is her first starring television role, and 
just might be the one that makes her a household name. 
In the show, her character, Dory, goes down a rabbit hole 
looking for a missing acquaintance from college while her 
cohorts seem unbothered by the young woman’s disappear-
ance. Part dark comedy, part psychological thriller, Search 
Party is an intense exploration of identity. 

“She seems like this innocent wallflower,” Shawkat says of 
her character, “but she’s actually, in a way, the most egotisti-

cal of the group. She just expresses it differently.” The project 
inspired Shawkat to take a deep dive into what it truly means 
to be a narcissist—an exciting venture for someone who cites 
Psychology Today as her favorite magazine. “I was reading this 
story that was talking about how everyone throws around the 
term, but the truth is that narcissists are not these ostentatious, 
loud people—they’re actually a lot more quiet. But they truly 
believe that nobody understands them, that they’re greater 
than everybody, and that nobody is giving them the time of day, 
so they kind of turn inward about it,” she says. “Dory is quiet, 
like, ‘I’m the innocent girl, I’d do anything for other people.’ But 
deep down she’s holding that over people’s heads.”

The way we pathologize others, or try to define them, is in 
tandem with the ways we pathologize and define ourselves, 
Shawkat adds. “With cell phones and [social media] profiles, 
everyone’s defining themselves so much more on a daily basis. 
Like, who are you on a Tuesday at 9 a.m.? You’re changing all 

On this bright Sunday afternoon, its indoor-pool-like acous-
tics amplify a varied din, making it almost impossible to hear 
Alia Shawkat as she leads me up two escalators to a vegan 
restaurant she likes to patronize after spending an evening 
downtown drunk or stoned. The entrance is so nondescript 
it’s hard to tell it’s an entrance at all. I fumble for a bit until the 
27-year-old actress pulls aside some drapes to help guide my 
way. Inside it’s quiet, save for some vaguely flamenco-sounding 
music and the soft, ASMR-like voice of our hostess. “Are you 
guys OK with vegan food?” she whispers. We reply in the affir-
mative. Shawkat is dressed in a button-up blouse, black T-shirt, 
and khaki shorts, her freckled face framed by her signature 
curls, her eyes seeming to bear the world-weariness of a much 
older woman. We’re led to a table covered with sheet paper 
near a big window. Our view: a semi-vacant mall flooded in 
fluorescent lighting. 

“You know, what I just remembered about this restaurant 
is that it’s always a challenge to order,” Shawkat says quietly 
after we’re asked a second time by the hostess whether we’re 
OK with everything on the menu being vegan. A few minutes 
later she returns to find out if we have any allergies. “No, we 
don’t,” Shawkat replies. The hostess walks back to the kitchen. 
After a few more trips back and forth asking similar questions, 
Shawkat quips, “What if she comes back again and is like, ‘Can 
I take your order?’” She smiles and hands me a pen to draw on 
the table paper.

Absentmindedly I begin to sketch a triangular, nondescript 
flag. “I’m not sure why I drew a flag,” I say. “It doesn’t have to 
have a reason,” Shawkat assures me while expertly applying 
droplets of sparkling beet sangria to the world of cavorting 
puffball demons she’s drawn. The hostess has dropped off a 
sangria-sake concoction for her to try, and Shawkat is putting 
the improvised pigment to good use, crafting skilled doodles 
that betray a background in fine art and a CV that includes 
gallery showings in Mexico City and Paris. “Your piece should 
be about this restaurant,” she says with a laugh. “It’s becoming 
a David Lynchian experience.”

Like my flag drawing and our odd yet delightful setting, 
Shawkat’s résumé defies logic. She’s portrayed a tough Pales-
tinian girl in Amreeka; a rebellious, cousin-loving daughter on 
Arrested Development; the mayor’s kid on Portlandia; and Ilana 
Glazer’s lesbian doppelgänger in Broad City. Over the sum-
mer, her charming personality, wry humor, and natural beauty 
landed her New York Fashion Week modeling gigs for Opening 
Ceremony and Rachel Antonoff. In November she appeared 
as Alexander Hamilton opposite Aubrey Plaza’s Aaron Burr on 
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the time. Why are we trying to define ourselves so much?” she 
asks. This tendency to self-define and distill our personali-
ties down to 140 characters, two-sentence online bios, and 
Facebook statuses is alien to Shawkat because she likes being 
mysterious and inaccessible. “I get overwhelmed by it,” she 
says of social media. “I don’t like that a bunch of people can 
contact me at once. That said, I’ll download Instagram, binge 
on it for 15 minutes, and then delete it again. I’ll do that once 
every couple of months.”  

Shawkat also relishes what anonymity she has left after 
more than a decade and a half in Hollywood—especially the 
fact that there still remain some who question, “Who?” upon 
hearing her name. “I started acting when I was nine, and I did 
really good work, but I never blew up,” she says. “So I’m not 
exposed to too much attention, and it’s nice.” She self-identi-
fies, somewhat sarcastically, as “weird” and “ethnic”—it’s what 
she’s heard from casting agents her whole life, usually with the 
word “too” preceding it. “They were like, ‘Our lead girl can’t 
have curly hair,’ and I was like, ‘Umm…,’” she says. “I just wasn’t 
right to play the easy-breezy, giggly girl that the guy falls for 
and the whole movie is about.”

The other roles she was sent out for were “sassy teen” reinter-
pretations of her Maeby character from Arrested Development. 
“I got really bitter,” Shawkat says. She moved to New York, met 
her first boyfriend, and only went on a few auditions. Casting 
agents would report back that it seemed like she didn’t want to 
be there. “And I was like, ‘Yeah, I didn’t,’” she admits. “And they 
were like, ‘Well, you better figure out if you want to or not.’”

She took a year off and started painting. She traveled. She 
disengaged. “It’s funny to see friends you knew when you were 
younger on the cover of a magazine,” she says. “It’s funny that 
this is for the cover of a magazine.”

Born in Riverside, California, to a mother of Irish, Italian, and 
Norwegian ancestry and a father who emigrated from Baghdad, 
Shawkat describes a childhood of home-cooked meals, piano 
lessons, sports, “all the classic shit,” plus some mixed mes-
sages: “My mom’s like a Cali girl—verbose, intelligent, a very 
spiritual person. Ever since I was a kid we communicated as if 
I was an adult, sometimes too much.” On the other hand, her 
father is quiet, calm, and very action-oriented. “All of a sudden, 
he got religious when I went through puberty,” she says. “Me 
becoming a woman was challenging for him. Fear kicked in, 
and he was like, ‘These are the rules,’ and my mom and I were 

like, ‘Say what?’” Naturally, she rebelled. A lot. “When I started 
smoking pot, it was a whole thing, and I would sneak out of the 
house,” she says. “My older brother was kind of a nerd and just 
wanted to play video games, and they’d encourage him to go 
out, while I was getting in trouble for it. I’d be like, ‘That’s fuck-
ing sexist, and this is ridiculous.’”

The mild culture clash at home was exacerbated by a healthy 
dose of adolescent insecurities. She recalls feeling a long-
delayed rush of familiarity as a young adult visiting the Middle 
East for the first time, landing at Jordan’s Queen Alia Airport. 
“I was like, ‘Fuck, yeah! Finally.’ There, my name is like ‘Tim 
Roberts’ or whatever, really basic. I just felt so welcome.” 

She had traveled to Jordan to work on the film May in the 
Summer, and quickly befriended the Lebanese, Jordanian, Pal-
estinian, and Israeli crew members. “Everyone was so amazing 
and open, and we became very close,” she says. “Here, we get 
into political conversations at parties or whatever, but there, it’s 
on a different level. One person lived in a Palestinian refugee 
camp. People have died in their hands, they’ve fought on the 
streets for their country, to be like, ‘We exist.’ They have a very 
different way of communicating about things. [In the States], 
it’s very much like, ‘Well, did you read this article?’ And every-
one’s like, ‘No, but I read this article.’ Everyone’s competing 
for intelligence. There, it’s so much more about ‘What is life, 
what is the value of life, what’s important?’ It’s beautiful and 
emotional to be around.”

Shawkat’s father’s arrival in the United States is a classic 
immigrant tale: Young and idealistic, with only $200 in his 
pocket, he found his way to California to work for his uncles 
and cousins, who just happened to own The Body Shop, Sev-
enth Veil, and Girls Girls Girls, three of the biggest strip clubs 
in L.A. He started out as a barback. Shawkat’s mother, a law 
school dropout, worked as a waitress at The Body Shop.

“They were friends for a while, and he was kind of professing 
his love to my mom, like, ‘I will marry you,’ but not speaking 
English very well,” Shawkat says. “My mom had graduated from 
Tulane. She wasn’t upper-crusty, but they were from very differ-
ent worlds. And she was like, ‘Abdul, there’s no way on earth I’m 
going to date you.’ That’s his first name. He calls himself Tony 
now. But then they fell in love and decided to start their own 
business. And they already knew the strip club industry so well.” 

Shawkat’s maternal grandfather, Paul Burke, who’d starred 
in a number of crime series in the ’50s and ’60s, had retired in 
Palm Springs, and it was there where her parents decided to 
start their own strip club. They worked hard and waited until 



sweater and dress by 
emporio armani. 
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this page and op-
posite: turtleneck by 
désiréeklein, dress 
by cos. 



coat and earrings by proenza schouler, dress by tim coppens. opposite page: coat, dress, and gloves by marc jacobs, turtleneck by cinq à sept, earrings by eddie borgo.
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top and pants by bree-
layne, shoes by h&m.
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dress by thom browne, boots by lacoste, earrings by spinelli kilcollin for creatures of the wind.

top by désiréeklein, 
bodysuit by bassike.

opposite page: suit 
by emporio armani, 
earrings by vita fede, 
necklace by gabriela 
artigas.
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they were financially stable to have children. First came Paul 
(named after Burke), then Alia, and then six years later, Sharif. 

Shawkat maintains that her father’s work never interfered 
with their home life. “It wasn’t a social thing for him,” she says. 
“My dad was just a business guy. He was always home for din-
ner. He’d go to the office during the day and do paperwork and 
make phone calls. It was never integrated into our lives at all. 
There was no seedy quality about it or anything. My aunt is the 
manager. My uncle takes care of the bar.”

When Shawkat turned 21, she was finally allowed into the 
club. “It was the first time it affected me in a different way, 
where I just became more aware of, not any past memories boil-
ing up about my father or anything, but more how I’ve felt about 
it my whole life,” she says. “I don’t judge strip clubs. I’m not like, 
‘These poor women.’ They’re doing their job and it’s a living.” 

Around this time, she filmed a short documentary that en-
capsulated these new feelings. “I go to strip clubs for fun. But a 
lot of my girlfriends don’t want to go. It’s a weird environment. 
I understand that, and I’m not going to force anyone to go, but 
I find it reverse feminism to be like, ‘There’s them and then 
there’s us, women who disrespect their bodies and women who 
don’t.’ Why can’t they be strong? I have sex with a lot of people, 
but I’m very strong and independent about it. I own myself do-
ing it. So that all came into play when I was there, seeing these 
girls who were my age and younger, asking myself how my 
father running the club affected the way I viewed sexuality and 
femininity and attention.”

Even more than she is strong and independent, Shawkat is 
tremendously self-possessed. And according to Mae Whitman, 
the actress’s close friend since childhood, she’s always been 
that way. “I’d already been cast for State of Grace, and they 
were testing girls up against me to play Hannah,” recalls Whit-
man of meeting Shawkat during auditions for the show. “I think 
Alia was 10 and I was 11, and all these girls were vying for my 
attention and I was just eating it up. And I remember there was 
this girl in the corner of the room sitting with her mom, dressed 
very stylishly for a 10-year-old, and she was just, like, not giving 
it to me at all. It was like cat syndrome, where I wanted the at-
tention from her the most, but she wouldn’t give it to me.”

Shawkat’s also a lot of fun to get in trouble with, says her Ar-
rested Development co-star Michael Cera. At an intimate Randy 
Newman concert, he dared her to yell, “We love it” at the end of 
a song. “It was just a joke to make her laugh, but she did it,” he 
says. “And it was so wildly inappropriate. It was like a bomb went 
off. I shrunk in shame in my seat, but I was proud of her, too.” 

In a nutshell, Whitman says, “She’s definitely, by far, the cool-
est person that anyone’s ever met.”

It’s taken a while, but the industry at large is finally starting 
to catch on to Shawkat’s cool brilliance as well. For Shawkat 
to notice it herself, all it took was a little 2009 movie called 
Whip It. Once she learned about the film, which follows a 
couple of Texas misfits who find relief from their small-town 
misery through a roller derby league, she knew she wanted in. 
“I worked so hard on it. I killed the audition. I was like, ‘If I don’t 
get this, this is it for me,’” she says. It turned out to be one of 
the best shooting experiences of her life. “Just mind-opening,” 
she says. “And slowly but surely, I started to become passion-
ate about acting again.”

This renewed passion shines in Search Party, which Shawkat 
not only stars in but also co-produces. Chalk it up to half hav-
ing matured a bit, half caring about the show a whole lot, but 
Shawkat found herself much more involved than she’s ever 

been in every aspect of the project. “Before, I used to be like, 
‘Oh yeah, I have that one scene tomorrow. It’ll be chill,’” she 
says. “I wasn’t as engaged and now I am.”

She’s also quick to admit that her period of disengagement 
had a lot to do with her own insecurities, on top of her reluc-
tance to be just another cookie-cutter starlet. “There are some 
actresses, people I’ve known on a social basis, where when they 
become famous, they drop a little weight, their hair gets bright-
er, and their makeup and style just gets a little more tamed and 
sleek,” she says. “And I’m not trying to be like, ‘I’m better than 
that,’ but it just hasn’t come. I’m still dressing myself for every-
thing I go to. The energy I put out is what comes back, and I like 
to keep it as simple as possible. Like, if I have to go to a stupid 
red carpet event, instead of making it stressful, my friends and 
I have drinks before and listen to music, and then I’m like, ‘Do 
I look all right? All right, let’s see what happens.’ But having 
an aversion to it can be just as bad—like, what am I trying to 
prove? If it helps the show get seen, the whole crew have jobs, 
and I get to do the show again, that sounds great.”

Shawkat takes a sip of sangria and tugs on her blouse, 
revealing the letters “AY” on the black tee underneath. The 
letters also appear in tattoo form on two of her fingers. “It’s a—
one of my good friends passed away this year, Anton Yelchin,” 
she says when I ask its origin. “His friends made these really 
cool shirts and sweatshirts and we all got tattoos.” She rolls up 
her sleeve to show me another Yelchin-inspired tattoo on her 
arm that says “lurker.” “He was an amazing guy. He’s still very 
much with me every day,” she says, her eyes welling up. “I don’t 
want to talk about it.”

The hostess returns, thanks us for stopping by, and laments 
the establishment’s overall lack of customers. “I’m gonna come 
back here every day now,” Shawkat says as we gather our 
things to leave. “What are the odds that she comes back and is 
like, ‘Here’s my number if you want to hang out’?”

The interview is technically over, but neither of us is in a 
hurry to part ways. We wander the mini mall a little more, get 
frozen yogurt, and eat and walk until we reach the lot where 
her car is parked. We hug and wave goodbye. 



be the life of the party in statement silks, luxe 
lamé, and showstopping sequins. photographed 

by anairam. styled by kitty boots



opposite page: dress 
by snow xue gao, hat 
by lynn paik millinery, 
earring by victoria 
hayes.

from left: dress by 
queenie cao; dress 
by agnona, hat by 
heidi lee, belt by 
zana bayne; coat by 
creatures of the wind, 
bra by zana bayne, top 
by 2nd day, earring by 
erickson beamon; suit 
by max mara, hat by 
maor zabar hats.
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from left: sweater 
by gucci; dress by 
marc jacobs, hat by 
lynn paik millinery, 
earrings by erickson 
beamon. 
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suit by gucci, hat by lynn paik millinery, earrings by victoria hayes. 
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coat by tableaux 
vivants, romper by 
elena benarroch, 
earring by erickson 
beamon. 

opposite page: dress 
by tsumori chisato, 
headpiece by sean 
michael bennett.



from left: jacket by 
hana holquist, top 
and pants by victoria 
hayes; dress by snow 
xue gao, hat by lynn 
paik millinery, earring 
by victoria hayes; top 
and pants by bally. 



dress by moschino, boots by agnona, hat by maor zabar hats, necklace by i still love you nyc, stylist’s own socks. 
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dress by creatures of the wind, leather top by zana bayne, boots by kenzo. 
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from left: dress by 
queenie cao, shoes by 
nicholas kirkwood, ear-
rings by i still love you 
nyc, vintage bracelets 
by rue st. denis, styl-
ist’s own socks; suit by 
max mara, hat by maor 
zabar hats, earrings 
by erickson beamon; 
coat by creatures of 
the wind, bra by zana 
bayne, top by 2nd day, 
earrings by erickson 
beamon, bracelet by 
wxyz jewelry; jacket 
by kenzo, model’s own 
earring. 
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suit by max mara, hat 
by maor zabar hats, 
earrings by erickson 
beamon.
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photo assistant: 
eduardo valderrama. 
stylist’s assistant: 
kelly mcgrath. hair: 
sean michael bennett. 
makeup: lindsey wil-
liams at kate ryan inc. 
using m.a.c cosmet-
ics. makeup assistant: 
emily klein. manicur-
ist: yuko wada at 
atelier management 
using dior vernis. 
models: diana at jag 
models, phoebe jo-
seph at request model 
management, sara 
donovan at new york 
models, irka at elite 
model management, 
hyobi at trump model 
management, aneita 
at muse management, 
and austin at d1 new 
york. casting: adam 
browne at six wolves.

jacket by hana 
holquist, top and 
pants by victoria 
hayes, earrings by 
shourouk.



jacket by versace, 
swimsuit by lisa marie 
fernandez, bra by nike, 
shoes by fenty puma 
by rihanna, faux fur 
by charlotte simone, 
bracelet in hair by 
alexis bittar, socks by 
wolford, ring on mid-
dle finger by louis vuit-
ton (worn throughout), 
ring on ring finger by 
chrome hearts (worn 
throughout).



Let's Get
Physical

new year’s resolution: accumulate as many sporty-chic 
pieces as possible (exercise optional). photographed 

by ted emmons. styled by dani michelle
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shrug by dkny, 
bodysuit by american 
apparel, jumpsuit 
by mm6 maison 
margiela, roller skates 
by saint laurent, 
sunglasses by gentle 
monster x hba, neck-
lace by alexis bittar, 
all rings on right hand 
by chrome hearts 
(worn throughout). 
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coat by norma kamali, 
swimsuit by lisa marie 
fernandez, shorts by 
nike, sandals by stella 
luna, hat by stüssy, 
sunglasses by gentle 
monster x opening 
ceremony, necklaces 
by chrome hearts, 
socks by american 
apparel. 
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this page and 
opposite: jacket by 
miu miu, bodysuit 
by dion lee, shoes by 
dkny, necklaces by 
chrome hearts, tennis 
racket by chanel.  



all clothing and 
headband by prada, 
shoes by dsquaredshoes by dsquared22, 
necklace by chrome 
hearts.

opposite page: jacket 
by dsquared2, tank 
top by chrome hearts, 
bra by dkny, pants by 
misbhv, underwear by 
versace, necklaces by 
chrome hearts.
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all clothing by off-
white c/o virgil abloh.



0115

stylist’s assistant: 
rum brady. hair: paul 
desmarre at exclusive 
artists management 
using leonor greyl. 
makeup: noel nichols 
at the rex agency us-
ing nars. manicurist: 
tracy clemens at opus 
beauty using oribe. 
model: kay porter at 
vision models. cast-
ing: adam browne at 
six wolves.

sweatshirt by misbhv, 
turtleneck by laina 
rauma, shoes by fenty 
puma by rihanna, 
waist cincher by dion 
lee.



at dance clubs and nightlife venues everywhere, it’s often assumed 
that women will be the pretty young things rolling up to a party run 

by dudes. but more and more, it’s the ladies who are establishing 
themselves as the entrepreneurial leaders and innovators on the scene, 

actively creating the kinds of events they want to attend. here, some 
of clubland’s top party starters sound off on running the game. 

by alexander lawrence. illustrated by sara andreasson 
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The Atlanta-based DJ and producer has become one 
of the most recognizable faces working in nightlife. 
With a soon-to-be-released mixtape and her own 
Red Bull Music Academy radio show, “Cruisin’ in the 
ATL,” Speakerfoxxx is building an empire. 

 
How did you end up in 
nightlife? 
Part of the draw was, of course, my 
affinity for music, but I also wanted to 
be bathed and baptized in as much cul-
ture as possible. I remember one night 
I went and saw some punk band play-
ing in the back room of a very popular 
club in Atlanta—this is where I was first 
introduced to DJs and club culture. I 
was fascinated. 
 
What was the first party you 
ever hosted?  
Well, the first time I ever DJed at a 
club, it was actually an absolute disas-
ter. I was opening for Don Cannon at 
a local party in Atlanta called Broke & 
Boujee, and when I got up to play my 
set, my laptop crashed—the screen 
started flipping colors and flashing on 
and off like an old black-and-white TV. 
Cannon immediately recognized what 
was going on and came over to give me 
some really good advice. He took me 
under his wing and has been my men-
tor ever since. The experience really 
made me understand that sometimes 
bad things happen in our lives in order 
to make room for the great people and 
things that are going to show up and 
keep you on your path.

Did you find that working your 
way into the industry as a 
woman was hard?  
In some ways yes, and in some ways 
no. I chose to never view myself as 

a “female DJ.” I never looked at being 
female in a mostly male-dominated 
industry as something that would be an 
obstacle. Instead, I chose to look at it 
as something that would set me apart 
and make me more valuable as long as 
my skills were as good as or better than 
my peers. At times I found it hard to be 
taken seriously, or came across people 
who almost seemed disappointed when 
they saw me in the DJ booth—until I 
started playing.

What are some of your favorite 
local spots to let loose? 
Some of my favorite events in Atlanta 
are Yes Julz’s party 1 AM Vibes; Vain, 
which is a monthly fashion party; 
and Bonfire ATL, which is a weekly 
warehouse party in the industrial 
district of downtown Atlanta. When 
I’m looking for something more low-
key, I spend my time in the West End, 
Cabbagetown, and Reynoldstown areas 
of the city. 

What’s the most unique aspect 
of Atlanta’s nightlife? 
Although I might be slightly biased, 
Atlanta is definitely one of the most 
fun cities to play in as a DJ, because 
the crowds in ATL have absolutely no 
shame and they really will turn up with 
you. That’s why they call us the Dirty 
South! As a DJ, it’s disappointing to 
look out into an audience and see a 
crowd of faces lit up by their iPhones 
and only dancing to post it on Snapchat. 

Where do you see your career 
going in the next five years? 
At this point, I have surpassed most of 
the goals I first set when I started to 
pursue DJing, so my aim now is to con-
tinue to grow my brand and build a cre-
ative empire. And not just any empire, 
but a dynasty led by a woman—a true 
queen in every sense of the word.

What advice do you have for 
young women looking to get 
involved in the nightlife 
industry?  
Be authentic. Stay humble. Stay teach-
able. If you’re the smartest person in 
the room, leave, because you always 
need to be learning.  

Speakerfoxxx
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How did you end up in 
nightlife?  
I got into this lifestyle in college as a 
lounge singer on the weekends to make 
extra money for school. Over time, 
things started growing organically and 
my crowd expanded. 

Did you find that working your 
way into the industry as a 
woman was hard? 
We all know that the music industry is 
a boys’ club, so innately the odds are 
already against us. Do I feel like it’s 
hard? Sure, but it’s all about how you 
react to the energy being presented and 
how cleverly you can invert it.

What’s your favorite party 
you’ve ever thrown? 
I used to throw this party called Wet 
Wet on the Fourth of July every year. 
The idea originally started as a small 
pool party for creatives and artists. We 
were supposed to have it at my apart-
ment complex, but we got over 300 
RSVPs in two days. So, we quickly 
recovered and did the party at my 
friend’s house in the backyard. Free 

food, water balloons, a makeshift water 
slide, five DJs, and more. The party 
ended up having over 400 people come 
through the door. I’m thinking about 
bringing this concept back next year 
with a potential sponsor.

What’s the most unexpected 
challenge of hosting parties? 
The sound system! Sometimes you 
have to muscle through the sound cut-
ting out, bad PA systems, microphones 
not being on-site, or the turntables not 
working. People underestimate how 
much of a responsibility it is for the 
host/emcee to keep the party together. 
You are the link from the stage to the 
crowd. Once, when there were unex-
pected sound issues, to keep people 
engaged I performed a song to hold 
them over. You have to be able to make 
smart decisions quickly. 

What are some of your favorite 
local spots to let loose? 
My favorite events in Atlanta right now 
are El Bar Fridays with Speakerfoxxx, 
Bae Worldwide, Sloppy Seconds, Down 

’n’ Durty, Vain, and Bonfire ATL. These 
are definitely the leading parties in 
the city that are bringing all cultures 
and demographics together. My favor-
ite places to chill in Atlanta would be 
walking or biking the BeltLine, Marcel 
for their late-night menu, Octopus 
Bar, Edgewood, Topgolf, and Joystick 
Gamebar.

Where do you see your career 
going in the next five years? 
I think that I’ll still be doing music, but 
maybe in another area like songwriting, 
PR, visual content, branding—with a full 
production studio (visual and audio). 
 
What advice do you have for 
young women looking to get 
involved in the nightlife 
industry?  
Stay authentic and true to your style 
of music and art. If people don’t get it, 
take constructive criticism at face value. 
Re-evaluate and strategize on how to 
come back and be stronger and more 
impactful. 

With a forthcoming sophomore EP and the launch 
of her own creative agency, Slug, Savannah native 
and Atlanta transplant Bosco (who is also a fre-
quent Speakerfoxxx collaborator) is making her 
mark as an entertainer all across the country.

Bosco 
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How did you end up in 
nightlife? 
I grew up near D.C., where you only 
have to be 18 to go to clubs, so I started 
going out with my friends and it all kind 
of began from there. Eventually I moved 
to Philadelphia, where I was introduced 
to several DJs who have their own 
labels. It was during this time that my 
passion for DJing and working in that 
industry began to flourish. 

Did you find that working your 
way into the industry as a 
woman was hard? 
Of course, but it didn’t really become 
apparent until a few years into my 
career when I would see people who 
weren’t as qualified get gigs based 
solely on being “one of the guys.” 

Where does your sense of 
empowerment stem from? 
My mom. She’s a firecracker. I can 
confidently and proudly say that it all 
comes from her.

Who on the nightlife scene do 
you admire? 
New York’s Jubilee. She is first and 
foremost a great DJ. I’ve seen her play 
a number of different sets, including 
an all-Miami one at a Winter Music 
Conference after-party a few years ago. 
It was so epic and amazing. Aside from 
that, she’s a great producer and just 
released her first full-length album. I 

could go on and on with her résumé. 
She has also given me really good 
advice any time I’ve asked (and usually 
it’s me texting her from an after-party 
at 4 a.m. and she always answers me 
right away!). I think she’s probably one 
of the most hard-working women I’ve 
met in this nightlife scene to date.
 
Where are some of your favor-
ite local spots to let loose? 
In Philadelphia, the parties I really love 
are In Search Of at the Barbary and 
Cutn Paste at Voltage Lounge. I also 
love to unwind at Ortlieb’s, the Dolphin 
Tavern, and The Fillmore.

Where do you see your career 
going in the next five years? 
I want to continue teaching, I want to 
keep DJing, and I want to get more 
involved in fashion. I plan on expand-
ing my brand and dipping my toes into 
many different projects. 

What advice do you have for 
young women looking to get 
involved in the industry?  
You need to be resilient. There are 
going to be times when someone who 
is less qualified than you gets what you 
deserve, but when that happens you 
need to pivot and keep hustling. 

The queen bee of Philadelphia nightlife is a no-BS 
boss. From her ever-growing So Far Gone: Drake 
Night party series (which she has been hosting 
since 2014) to teaching aspiring DJs at Scratch 
Academy, Gun$ Garcia is expanding her influence 
beyond the club.

Gun$ Garcia 
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How did you end up in 
nightlife? 
The incentive was to create a space for 
my friends to express our femininity 
that was safe and inclusive while hav-
ing access to the music we wanted to 
listen to. 

What was the first party you 
ever threw? 
It was called Aural Pleasure and it 
took place in a used book warehouse 
in Philadelphia on a Wednesday night 
circa June 2011. I hung Christmas 
lights and put votive candles and ani-
mal skulls everywhere and created a 
dance floor surrounded by the stacks of 
books. I was able to coordinate all of my 
friends to make the flyers, work the bar 
and door, and DJ. It was like a wild little 
rave on a weeknight that attracted over 
400 guests. The only drawback was 
that we got a popular energy malt liquor 
company to sponsor us with an abun-
dant amount of product, and people 
started swinging from pipes—not even 
from the alcohol, but from the sugar 
and caffeine! It was mayhem!

Did you find that working your 
way into the industry as a 
woman was hard? 
There have been more than enough 
moments where I know I’m being writ-
ten off or not taken seriously because 
I’m a woman, and on the other end of 
the spectrum, sometimes I know I’m 
getting booked just to create diversity 
because I’m a woman. Both infuriate 
me in different ways, but the industry 
has made huge strides in the last few 
years that can be attributed to collec-

tives like Discwoman and companies 
like Boiler Room with their conscious 
inclusivity. 

What’s the most unique aspect 
of Brooklyn’s nightlife? 
In Bushwick, it’s more than your typical 

“scene” of creatives and buzzy names—
it’s a community. Within my neighbor-
hood’s nightlife network, I can find 
someone to build a website, do taxes, or 
execute entire creative-concept strate-
gies over dinner at home. 

Where are some of your favor-
ite local spots to relax? 
My favorite way to unwind in New York 
is to take a trip up to The Cloisters 
in Washington Heights—that place is 
magic. I also always love a trip to the 
Frick museum on the Upper East Side.

Where do you see your career 
going in the next five years? 
I want to take my skills and parlay them 
into a multitude of different industries. 
I want to integrate my ideas on a global 
level, and be constantly involved in dif-
ferent projects. 

What advice do you have for 
young women looking to get 
involved in the industry?  
Dump him and read If You Have to Cry, 
Go Outside by Kelly Cutrone. 

After co-producing the Boom festival and 
announcing her forthcoming regional influencer 
guide, Permanent Vacation, Brooklyn-based DJ, 
producer, and curator Katie Rex has established 
herself as a major force in the nightlife community. 
Combining her business prowess and artistic  
vision, Rex is transforming the scene. 

Katie Rex 
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peep our editors’ top holiday 
picks. photographed by john 

spannos. styled by yaya ni

 

Truly 
Gifted

clockwise from top: 
bag, mormo, $345; 
glasses, coco and 
breezy, $280; shoes, 
suavs, $79; dad cap, 
beangoods, $25; mug, 
gypsy warrior, $24; 
sweater, petals and 
peacocks, $60; moon 
fruit, herbivore botan-
icals, $58; fur oil, fur, 
$39; rose quartz mist, 
herbivore botanicals, 
$32; socks, killstar, 
$13; fl ask, gypsy 
warrior, $20; shoes, 
t.u.k., $85; boy shorts, 
yeah bunny, $39; face 
mask, fl orapy, $38; 
iphone case, casetify, 
$40; coin purse, jump 
from paper, $90. 
special thanks to kvell 
creative studio.
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overnight success of the band’s fi rst single. “We all kind of felt it. We 
weren’t even sure what the lyrics meant, but the world seemed to react to 
it. People were falling in love with the music before the band.”  

At that point, they were as fresh-faced as a band of mischief-makers 
with impressive résumés could possibly be. Lawless was the drummer 
from Jonas Brothers; JinJoo was playing with the likes of Charli XCX, 
CeeLo Green, and Jordin Sparks; Whittle was in Semi Precious Weapons—
and Jonas had gathered them all to concoct DNCE. “From that moment 
on, we knew it wasn’t just a project,” says Whittle. 

The swift nature with which the band originated likely contributes to 
its explosive energy. No matter the setting—a small, overcrowded base-
ment of a hidden venue in New York’s Meatpacking District or an arena in 
Cincinnati—DNCE always bring a contagious, entropic enthusiasm to every 
performance. They enter the stage to Queen’s “We Are the Champions,” 
litter venues with balloons and cardboard cutouts of various celebrities, 
run directly into the crowd, and shred their instruments to bits. 

While their live shows haven’t cooled since their debut, they certainly 
have developed. “We’re still as wild and crazy as you saw us on the fi rst 
day, but I think we kind of lock it in now, too,” says Jonas. “On top of being 
able to run around like maniacs, we also want to be great musicians.” 

The group’s liveliness could also stem from its dynamic. “We’re like 
superheroes who came together from di� erent backgrounds of life to 
bring some funky rock to the world,” the lead singer says. And, as Whittle 
suggests, it’s the wide range of their personalities that allows them to 
explore all of their creative outlets: “Some days, we’re like four grandmas 
going on a cruise together and Cuba Gooding Jr.’s there. Some days, we’re 
like the new Ninja Turtles movie. Others, we’re like The Goonies—a bunch 
of 11-year-olds that don’t know anything and just cause trouble all day. 
And then sometimes we’re like Striptease—really sexy.” After spending fr
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One month and one day before the November 18 release of their epony-
mous debut album, DNCE are huddled together in Manhattan’s Root 
Studios. Since releasing their debut single, “Cake by the Ocean,” in 
September of 2015, they’ve been moving nonstop, hopping around the 
United States and Europe for a string of headline shows and opening 
performances for Selena Gomez’s Revival tour, infecting small towns and 
big cities alike with their own brand of funk. Now, the four-piece band—
composed of frontman Joe Jonas, bassist-keyboardist Cole Whittle, 
guitarist JinJoo, and drummer Jack Lawless—fi nally has a chance to sit 
down, but not for long. In an hour, they’ll head to a photo shoot and then 
straight to their album release party, where they’ll fi nally play DNCE for 
friends, family, and label execs. In the greater scheme of their lives, and 
possibly the pop-music landscape, it’s the calm before the storm. 

“When I listen to it, I think of it like a house party,” says Whittle of the 
album. “You go in and you walk around, and you go into all the di� erent 
rooms. Some of them are dark and sexy, some of the rooms are crazy, and 
some of the rooms have locked doors and some real stu�  going on inside.” 

Adds Jonas: “It’s a feel-good record that has some quirky lyrics, and 
may bring you back to an era of music that you grew up with or your 
parents played in the house.” DNCE melds sonic elements from the last 
50 years, from ‘70s funk to ‘90s pop. Similarly so, the band’s cited infl u-
ences—Hall & Oates, Earth, Wind & Fire, Weezer, Led Zeppelin, and 
Prince—are across the board. 

The one constant, though, is that their music will compel you to jump 
around (or, at the very least, sway from side to side). And that’s exactly 
what has led to their instant appeal. “Last year around this time, the 
music was just starting to connect,” says Jonas, recalling the virtually 

Everybody
DNCE Now

the high-octane group has refi ned its sound on its eponymous 
debut album—and it’s sure to keep you on your feet.
by yasmeen gharnit. photographed by steven taylor.

styled by marissa smith
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nearly every moment together for the better part of 16 months, their bond 
has only grown stronger. “I can’t even imagine life without these guys,” 
says JinJoo. “Sometimes I ask myself: ‘How did I live without these three 
guys, like, around me all the time?’” 

But maybe the reason behind DNCE’s infectious energy is even sim-
pler: “There’s no ego involved,” says Lawless. “We’ve all been in bands our 
whole lives, and we’re all really happy to still be doing it. That’s why when 
we go on stage, we give it 100 percent every time.” 

Their debut EP, Swaay, caused a frenzy among fans. The accompany-
ing videos for their singles “Toothbrush,” a sweet ode to the beginning of 
a relationship, and “Body Moves,” an innuendo-riddled song that Maroon 
5 probably wish they had written, both racked up eight-fi gure views on 
YouTube. Plus, they were awarded best new artist at the VMAs, an honor 
previously given to Lady Gaga, Justin Bieber, One Direction, and Tyler, 
the Creator. But while expectations for their debut album have inevitably 
been high, DNCE aren’t sweating it. “Starting this [band], we had the 
great support of just working on music without any pressure,” says Jonas. 
Instead of nerves, there are troves of excitement. “We’ve always had a 
blast together,” adds Whittle. “The only di� erence is that in the beginning 
we slept six hours a night, and now we sleep two hours a night.” 
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“On top of being able to 
run around like maniacs, 
we also want to be great 

musicians.”
—Joe Jonas



Shut In it was Naomi Watts, whom he knew “mainly from King Kong,” and 
in Stranger Things it was ’90s legend Winona Ryder. “[Winona] gives 
everything to her role emotionally,” gushes Heaton. “It’s so beautiful to 
watch how vulnerable she can be on camera. [She taught me] to accept 
my vulnerabilities, to not be afraid to do that. She’s an icon. [For me] to 
come on set as a nobody and have Winona really take me in and be caring 
and giving, it was beautiful.”

Of course, in addition to his on-set education, Heaton does his home-
work. Take, for instance, his preparation for Shut In. As the fi lm’s narrative 
goes, a fatal car accident kills his character Stephen’s father. Stephen 
survives the crash, but in a vegetative state, leaving his mother to care for 
him 24/7 in a small, isolated town. So, how does one get ready for such 
a somber feature-length debut? “I watched a French movie with a guy in 
a vegetative state and read up a lot about what symptoms they have,” he 
says. “I looked at a lot of really sad videos online. There’s nothing going 
on behind the eyes. There’s no communication. It was physicalizing that. 
I spent a lot of time just doing nothing. But it’s hard to talk about this 
movie, I guess, because there is a lot more to it than that.”

It’s true: As the story unfolds, Watts’s character takes in another child 
(played by Room’s Jacob Tremblay), who then goes missing, and the plot 
thickens. On the surface, it actually sounds rather familiar, doesn’t it? 

“Well, it’s much darker than Stranger Things. It’s scarier,” Heaton notes. 
“It’s about this mother’s guilt about her son and this missing kid. There are 
things that go on inside the house, and a huge twist at the end.” 

As we fi nish up our brunch and prepare to part ways, I fi gure I would 
be remiss not to try for some Stranger Things season two insider hints. 

“Everyone’s asking and we’re like, ‘Seriously, we don’t know anything!’” 
Heaton replies frankly. Guess I’ll just have to wait.

Heads turn as Charlie Heaton takes a seat across from me at a tiny North 
London café. Teenagers at a table behind us whisper animatedly before 
one works up the courage to turn around and ask Heaton if he’s actor 
Matthew Modine. It’s a rather unexpected case of co-star mistaken iden-
tity, but Heaton politely replies that he is not. The teen probes further: 

“You’re also from Stranger Things, though, aren’t you?” “I am,” says Heaton, 
“but I’m Charlie. Nice to meet you.”

There’s an air of humility and awkwardness about the interaction that 
doesn’t fall far from a scene starring misfi t Jonathan Byers, portrayed by 
Heaton in the aforementioned hit Netfl ix series. “When I read the script 
there were a lot of [parallels],” says Heaton. “Jonathan comes from a 
humble background and a single mum; I also have a single mum. Jonathan 
is someone who had to go through adolescence very quickly and grow up 
much faster than his peers, which makes him the outsider. I think many 
people can relate to Jonathan.”

Raised in Bridlington, a small town in northern England, Heaton moved 
to London at age 16, and spent a couple of years playing drums in various 
bands. After returning from tour broke and badly in need of a new gig, 
Heaton took his sister’s advice and joined a commercial casting agency. “I 
literally just went to a casting for the day, joined the agency, they got me a 
commercial in Switzerland, which won a Cannes [Lions] award, which got 
me an agent,” he recalls. “I did a few things in England and then I went to 
L.A. I booked this movie [Shut In] and it just snowballed from there.”

Indeed, even though Stranger Things may have been Heaton’s fi rst 
claim to fame in the eyes of the public, it was landing his role as Stephen 
Portman in the recently released psycho-thriller Shut In that represented 
his true Hollywood breakthrough. And it all happened without any formal 
acting training. Although, as Heaton explains it, he’s done plenty of real-
time learning on set with his castmates—and he has particularly lucked 
out in the on-screen mom department. During his young career, Heaton 
has worked with two of the industry’s most renowned leading ladies: In 

No Stranger
fresh off a cult-worthy series and a feature-length thriller, industry 

neophyte charlie heaton has found his place in the acting world. 
by millie cotton. photographed by maxime imbert
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latest horror experiment, Split. In it, she stars alongside James McAvoy as 
Casey, a smart, steely heroine who, when abducted by McAvoy’s character 
Kevin—a sociopath with 23 competing personalities—must work with her 
two friends to outwit him. When asked what it is about the horror genre 
that draws her in, Taylor-Joy insists that neither Split nor The Witch nor 
Morgan are actually horror movies. They’re thrillers, she says, fi lms that 
allow her to “really scream” and “exorcise a lot of feelings without becom-
ing a psycho.” 

After ordering a black co� ee—she ate a breakfast of “seaweed” 
already—Taylor-Joy shrugs o�  the leather jacket she was gifted at 
Sundance. I tease her, telling her that seaweed for breakfast makes her 
sound like an actress cliché. “Of course it does!” she says with a laugh. 
She’s been vegan since shooting Split in Philadelphia last November, 
spurred on by the city’s bounty of animal-free options, and has kept it up 
for almost a year, although she concedes it “kind of went out the window” 
when she was fi lming recently in Spain. “I would never eat meat, but I def-
initely slipped on the cheese,” she admits. “Pasta with butter and cheese 
is the only thing that makes my heart feel better at times.”

My eyes land on the pair of Gucci rings she’s wearing, heavy silver 
snakes with tigers for heads, the only two items she’s splurged on 
since her acting career took o� . “They’re also supposed to double as 
knuckledusters,” she jokes. “I’m not much of a shopper. I like books and 
records.” In her downtime she plays guitar, although she’s more of “a 
lyricist,” writing poetry and songs. “I just picked up my fi rst acoustic 
guitar, which I’m learning at the moment,” she says. “I’m starting to 
fi nally get over these calluses on my fi ngers, which makes it a bit better, 
because I have tiny hands.”dr
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The fi rst thing Anya Taylor-Joy wants to talk about is her dog. She brings 
up Kala, a big ball of black fl u� , with puppyish enthusiasm herself, 
describing her as “the most ridiculous thing in the entire world” and “a 
teddy bear brought to life.” It’s a drizzly morning in West London, but 
inside this particular neighborhood café—with its bleached walls, mellow 
background music, and juice bar—the atmosphere is considerably sunnier. 
She barely sits down before pulling out her iPhone to show me a video. 

“You are going to have to deal with my cooing noises,” she says.
Fresh-faced and makeup-free, the incredibly busy 20-year-old actress 

looks reinvigorated after six days at home here in London. Born in Miami 
to a Spanish-English mother and an Argentinian-Scottish father, she is 
the youngest of six children, “the baby by a long way,” says Taylor-Joy, 
whose youngest sister is seven years older than her. Though her accent is 
as British as mine, her fi rst language is Spanish, and she’s in the process 
of learning French. Growing up between England and Argentina, she’s 
been living “pretty much alone” in her childhood home in West London 
since dropping out of school at age 16 to pursue acting. 

“When I say the past two years have been mad, it’s, like, legitimately 
mad,” she says of a schedule that includes six movies shot back-to-back 
following her breakout in Robert Eggers’s indie horror The Witch, which 
terrifi ed and delighted audiences at Sundance earlier this year. Since then, 
she appeared as the titular character in the sci-fi  thriller Morgan, and can 
be seen as Barack Obama’s sharp-witted college girlfriend in the Netfl ix 
biopic Barry, which premieres on December 16. But Taylor-Joy’s most 
visible role to date will come in January, as part of M. Night Shyamalan’s 

No Rest for
the Wicked

after her breakout role in last year’s indie sensation the witch, anya 
taylor-joy hasn’t stopped working, and that’s fi ne with her. by simran 
hans. photographed by simon emmett. styled by jeanie annan lewin
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With her long, graceful limbs, Taylor-Joy, a former ballerina, is not 
exactly frumpy. In dance class though, her messy bun and contagious, 
almost wild enthusiasm didn’t quite match the disciplined rigor of the 
girls around her. “I’m so challenged when it comes to makeup or doing my 
hair,” she says. “[Brands are] kind and they give you stu� , so I can kind of 
look like I’m well-dressed, but in reality it’s all, you know.” She gestures 
to her vintage sweater, purple with blue stripes. My eyes drift down to her 
embroidered Alexander McQueen loafers. When I ask if it feels weird to 
receive gifts from the rotating door of stylists and designers who fl ock to 
young actresses with the glow of industry heat, she tells me about the one 
time a production company put her up in an apartment fi lled with presents. 

“It made me so uncomfortable,” she says. “I didn’t understand why I was 
being given stu� , so I just left it. Eventually, my friends came around and 
they were like, ‘Dude, it’s like Christmas! You have to open this shit up!’ So 
I started carrying a bag, because now I have bags.” Prior to that, she was a 
canvas kind of girl. “Everyone fucking hated the canvas bag. They were like, 

‘We can’t take you bloody seriously. You’re carrying around this ridiculous, 
dirty canvas bag from Shakespeare & Co.’”

Taylor-Joy, whose energy is clearly boundless, acknowledges that her 
grueling schedule is about the only thing that can slow her down. “I’m 
really grateful that my job keeps me this busy, because at least it makes 
me tired,” she says. “I can sort of go until I collapse.” We both agree that 
she’s due for a proper vacation. “Hopefully, by the end of the year, I can 
go to Argentina for a month and ride horses and not wear shoes and just 
sort of—” Be free, I o� er. She nods, though she’s quick to reassure me how 
grateful she is to be doing this full-time. “We get to play for a living!” she 
says and grins. “We get to really stretch all of our soul out.”
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music industry, and fi nally got her big break at age 14, when she signed 
to Ten Music Group in 2012. The next year, she released her debut EP, 
Introducing (the lead single, “Uncover,” went on to become her fi rst No. 1 
single in Sweden), and dropped a second one shortly after. In 2014, she 
debuted her fi rst full-length album, 1, which was certifi ed platinum in 
Sweden. But it was her 2015 single “Lush Life” that catapulted her to 
international It Girl status, and her duet with MNEK, “Never Forget You,” 
that ultimately cemented her position among pop music’s rising stars. 
Since then, she has been in and out of studios and writing rooms all over 
the world, slowly chipping away at her new LP.

“I’ve been working on this album for three years,” says Larsson, explain-
ing her desire to get more hands-on with the writing process. “‘Never 
Forget You’ was the fi rst song I actually wrote, and I feel like in the past 
year I just involved myself a lot more. I’m still not writing everything—it’s 
more like 60 percent—but if I’m not writing I’m choosing the song. On the 
next one I want to be writing on every track.”

Much like Larsson herself, her songs are self-assured, bracingly candid, 
and playful, and they’re totally capable of conquering every corner of the 
music world. “It’s not really super pop, or super R&B, or super ballady,” 
Larsson says of the album, which features contributions from MNEK, 
Charlie Puth, and Ty Dolla $ign. “It’s a little bit of everything, which is 
exactly what I’m listening to.” While her taste and style run the gamut, 
Larsson’s quick to acknowledge the infl uence of Beyoncé, whom she’s 
been listening to and worshipping since she was six. “She’s really one of a 
kind,” Larsson gushes. “I feel like she is defi nitely the biggest inspiration 
in my life right now, if not the only person I really idolize. I look up to a lot 

Despite her chart-topping singles and millions of Instagram followers, 
Zara Larsson is somewhat unimpressed by her own success. “When 
people ask me, ‘What would you do if I told you fi ve years ago you would 
be here?’ my answer is, ‘Honestly, I thought I would be way bigger,’” the 
Swedish singer tells me. “I thought I would be selling out arenas by now.”

As we sit in her manager’s backyard for breakfast, overlooking the 
little neighborhoods that make up East Los Angeles, Larsson, who 
turns 19 this December, is all candor, and self-aware well beyond her 
years. She picks the raisins out of her pastry as she relays stories from 
her childhood in Stockholm, where her mother and father—a nurse 
and a military man, respectively—raised Larsson and her sister, Hanna. 
Both girls loved music as kids (Hanna now plays in the band Hanna & 
Andrea), but Zara was always the more extroverted one. “Every chance 
I got, I wanted to be onstage,” she says. “I wanted to sing, I wanted 
people to look at me performing.” 

At age 10, Larsson convinced her parents to let her audition for the 
Swedish version of America’s Got Talent, where she took home the top 
prize, thanks to her powerhouse rendition of Celine Dion’s “My Heart Will 
Go On.” Even back then, she saw her role on reality TV as a means to 
an end, so after the show wrapped and record labels refused to sign her 
because of her young age, she was crushed. “I thought people were going 
to throw contracts at me and ask me to do a world tour, and then I just 
didn’t get anything,” she recalls. “I thought it was over, that that was it for 
me. I thought I wasn’t going to be a singer.”

Still, Larsson continued to pursue her dream of making it in the 

True Confi dence
zara larsson is ready for pop superstardom, and her upcoming 

album is proof that it’s not too far away. by aly comingore. 
photographed by marc regas. styled by julia sanchis
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of people, and I’m inspired by a lot of people, but I think she is just the 
best role model.”

Larsson credits both Beyoncé and her liberal Swedish upbringing for 
instilling in her strong feminist values, which she is proudly vocal about. 
Larsson’s Twitter and Instagram feeds are fi lled with fi lter-free messages 
of empowerment about issues ranging from abortion and equal rights 
to her ongoing takedowns of slut-shamers. (“You really think a dick will 
stretch someone out?” she posted in an Instagram caption directed at 
people who oppose promiscuity in women.) “The radical side of femi-
nism—I don’t fucking mind it, honestly,” she says. “I get why women hate 
men. It all comes from a feeling of being so frustrated toward a powerful 
group. And I feel like that’s OK. If people can just realize that there’s some 
inequality in the world, I think we could all go so much further. And if 

there’s one young girl who can become aware of what’s going on because 
of something I said on social media, that to me is the greatest thing.”

Larsson’s IRL following is poised to skyrocket in the coming months. 
And it’s about time. “I’ve been working for a long time,” she laughs. “I bet 
it looks like I just blew up…. But that’s not really how it works. When I was 
younger I tried out for Disney and Nickelodeon, but looking back I’m very 
happy that didn’t happen, just because it’s kind of far away from what I 
want to do as an artist. Now I’m very happy that it’s worked out—or I think 
it’s going to work out—just by me doing my music.”
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read all about  four musical acts that we’ll have our 
eyes (and ears) on in 2017.

Frankie Cosmos
W H O:  A 22-year-old, liberated lo-fi star who still has a 
heart for DIY folk

W H AT:Frankie Cosmos is providing a soundtrack for 
“the way humans interact,” as she describes it, add-
ing unexpected beauty to moments that others would 
disregard as wasted time. She’s dropped hundreds of 
short songs online (including some under her previous 
stage name, Ingrid Superstar), making her a poet as 
much as she is a singer—think of her music as a mix of 
Lydia Davis’s conciseness and Kimya Dawson’s mel-
low honesty. After years of feeding her grassroots fan 
base on Bandcamp with sporadic releases, she made 
a big impact with her 2015 EP Fit Me In, followed by 
her 2016 debut album, Next Thing.

W H E N:Between listening to Kool & the Gang on 
repeat during car rides and learning the roots of punk 
rock from her older brother, Cosmos has long been 
immersed in music. “When I was 14, I started going 
to DIY shows in New York and getting involved in that 
scene,” she recalls. “There’s also a really cool scene in 
Westchester, which is just outside of the city but defi-

nitely part of it. There was just a lot of young people 
forming bands and putting together shows. I loved 
that energy.”

W H E R E:Cosmos grew up in New York City, where her 
parents (actors Kevin Kline and Phoebe Cates) got her 
interested in art and music. “Being in New York was 
cool because I had access to all these rock shows grow-
ing up,” she says.

W H Y:Though she’s toured the world and plays in two 
bands (she’s also a bassist for Porches), the soft-spoken 
singer considers her biggest accomplishment to be 
something much more understated: “I’m constantly 
congratulating myself for getting closer to figuring out 
how to be a person in this world,” she says, “how to be 
myself and be able to interact with other people on the 
day to day.” SIDNEY MADDEN
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Blackpink
W H O:  Jisoo, Jennie, Rosé, and Lisa—a.k.a. Blackpink—
the “hip-hop”-style concept group and first rookie 
K-pop girl group to debut on major Korean label YG in 
over seven years

W H AT: “Like our juxtaposed name, Blackpink, our style 
is a mix of strong and powerful but also girly,” says 
Rosé. With ”Whistle” and “Boombayah” off their debut 
album, Square One, they topped every Korean chart in 
record time and have accrued over 100 million views 
on YouTube as of press time. In addition, “Boombayah” 
reached No. 1 on the U.S. Billboard World charts. “It 
was actually hard to believe how much support we 
were receiving, and I was really touched by it,” says 
Jennie. “Since we have members who have grown up 
abroad, we really want to introduce Blackpink to K-pop 
listeners worldwide.” Their follow-up, Square Two, led 
by the single “Playing With Fire,” was met with zealous 
fandom when it dropped on November 1. “We have said 
on many occasions that we have countless styles and 
genres of music to show our fans,” says Rosé. “We are 
confident that Square Two definitely gives off a whole 
new vibe from our last album. ”

W H E N:Blackpink made their debut on August 8, 2016, 
and were at the top of the charts by the end of the 
month. But their formation wasn’t nearly as swift: Each 

member spent years competing to be selected for the 
group, which solidified its lineup in 2014 before taking 
time to perfect its style. “The debut process took quite 
a long time, much like the overall training process,” 
says Rosé, who got a bit emotional when they finally 
performed. “It was only after our onstage debut that I 
really felt like this was the start.” 

 W H E R E:Blackpink are unique for a K-pop group in 
that each member comes from a different place. Jisoo 
reps Seoul; Jennie has lived in New Zealand; Rosé is 
Korean-Australian; and Lisa is Thai. But they all grew 
up loving K-pop. “In Thailand, K-pop is really big, with 
all the cover dance groups,” says Lisa. “Being the first-
ever non-Korean artist at YG, it feels as if I have much 
more responsibility.” That said, Lisa’s quite comfortable 
in Seoul. “Lisa entered YG four months before me, so 
she actually knew Seoul better than I did,” says Jisoo. 

“When I was young I didn’t really go out a lot, and only 
stuck to my neighborhood, so I got to know the places in 
Seoul thanks to Lisa.”

W H Y:Their next move is to step out from under the 
shadow of labelmates 2NE1. “It’s a great honor even 
to be compared to such amazing artists as 2NE1,” 
says Jennie. “We knew that the public would compare 
us, since it has been such a long time since YG intro-
duced a new girl group, so we tried our best not to 
disappoint anybody. You will soon notice Blackpink’s 
unique color after listening to more of our music.” 
MAXWELL WILLIAMS
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Bishop Briggs
W H O:  A 24-year-old singer-songwriter who marries 
indie pop and trap soul in cerebral matrimony

W H AT:  Even without a full-length project to her name, 
Briggs boasts over 30 million plays on Spotify, 18 million 
of which, at the time of this writing, are allotted to her 
breakout single “River.” It’s her honest lyricism floating 
over trap-laden beats that will grab your attention, but 
the defiant soul of her high notes will hold it.

W H E N:The powerhouse vocalist found her voice when 
she ventured into karaoke clubs in her youth. “Basically, 
anytime it was someone’s birthday or an event was 
happening, we would hit up the karaoke bars,” recalls 
Briggs. “My dad would get up there and sing Frank 
Sinatra, and I just saw the light in his eyes. He was so 
passionate about it. I wanted a piece of it.” She signed 
to Island Records in early 2016, and got the chance of a 
lifetime that summer, opening up for Coldplay during 
their A Head Full of Dreams tour. “When I was told about 
the Coldplay show and that the first venue would be at 
the Rose Bowl, I did cry and freak out,” says Briggs with 
a laugh. “That was a huge goal of mine that I thought 
would be happening way later in life, so for it to happen 
now, this fast, is amazing.”

W H E R E:  She’s of Scottish heritage, but Briggs was a 
globe-trotter before she even graduated grade school. 
Born in London, she grew up in Tokyo and Hong Kong, 
then relocated to Los Angeles when she turned 18. But 
regardless of her zip code, she always found influences 

within her home. “That’s where I first found my roots 
and got excited about music—it was whatever was 
being played in the living room. So, when I was in Japan 
it was a lot of Motown music and The Beatles. And then 
when I came to Hong Kong it was a lot more of Janis 
Joplin—those throwback artists who are so iconic.”

W H Y:  Briggs admits that her pursuit of music is 
selfish—“It was all about how I felt at the end of the day 
if I did music and if I didn’t,” she says—but hopes that 
baring her soul on stage will infuse her audience with 
the courage to do the same. “There are generally two 
different sides to everyone, and one is who they are 
when they’re alone,” says Briggs. “That’s when I really 
feel the most free. I think sometimes the appeal of being 
alone is that you feel free, and you feel as if there’s no 
judgment. I think that’s how I feel when I’m on stage 
now. No matter what, I feel free and I don’t judge myself. 
I’m just in the moment.” SM
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Princess Nokia
W H O:  The rapper-singer whose rhymes and feminist 
ideologies make her more than worthy of her regal title

W H AT:  Nokia is “giving everyone the middle finger,” as 
she puts it, promoting messages of pride and inclusivity 
and dismantling societal norms, all while delivering 
her lines with an audible smirk. Having previously 
released music under the moniker Wavy Spice, her 
work as Princess Nokia truly presents the wide scope 
of her talents, first demonstrated by her 2014 Metallic 
Butterfly mixtape and its mind-boggling blend of jazz, 
jungle, and hip-hop, with sprinklings of cyberpunk and 
anime references. But there’s no doubt that her album 
1992—an homage to subway-rattling boom bap—has 
invigorated her status, adding to her fan base the likes 
of Alexander Wang, who kicked off his spring 2017 
show with Nokia’s “Tomboy,” an energetic track that 
turns beauty norms upside down by pointing out that 
she could take your man, even with her “li’l titties” and 
her “phat belly.” 

W H E N:  Even though she has been on the scene since 
2010 and has already turned down multiple record label 
deals, releasing 1992 in September and selling out its 
accompanying European tour three weeks later have 
been especially meaningful to Nokia because she did so 
as a staunchly independent artist. “Look at my last bank 
statement. I’ve been investing in and funding myself 
since day one,” she says. “No one is recouping anything 
off of me. I’m 100 percent in control of my artistry, 
music, and finances.” 

W H E R E:  Nokia is undeniably a product of New York 
City, having lived in the Bronx, Harlem, and the Lower 
East Side, thus making her both “fly uptown jiggy and 
downtown art cool,” she says. She spent her formative 
years playing at the West Fourth Street playground, 
getting hot dogs at Papaya King, and exploring the 

“super gothic and queer” West Village and the “punk 
rock and bohemian” St. Marks Place. The artist still 
draws inspiration from the city to this day: “I bike around 
New York City for hours and write about everything I 
love, think about, or see. I also ride back and forth on the 
subway—that’s where I get my best writing done,” she 
says. “I’m kind of like a musical Bill Cunningham.”  

W H Y:  Her ultimate goal is “replacing mainstream 
cool with the genius of the underground and creative 
freedom.” With 2017 promising the continuation of her 
1992 tour, the launch of her publication and streetwear 
brand, a series of lectures under the umbrella of her 
feminist collective Smart Girl Club, and even more 
music, there’s no doubt that this “black-orican bruja 
straight out from the Yoruba,” as she describes herself 
on her song “Brujas,” is well on her way to doing so. 
KERYCE CHELSI HENRY
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John Legend’s 
New Act
the r&b crooner left his ego behind for a small but 
pivotal role in la la land, the technicolor musical 
everyone is talking about. 

There’s a scene midway through La La Land—
Damien Chazelle’s joyous throwback musical 
starring Ryan Gosling and Emma Stone as a pair 
of Hollywood dreamers who fall in love—in which 
John Legend’s savvy bandleader Keith tries to 
sway Gosling’s principled pianist Sebastian into 
abandoning his nostalgia for the glory days of jazz 
and going mainstream. As Gosling tells it, Legend’s 
monologue was completely off the cuff—fitting 
since his career began as a classically trained 
pianist, and he now sits atop the pop world, counting 
Kanye, Jay, and Bey as close, personal friends. Here, 
Legend discusses his recent foray into film, and 
pulling triple duty as executive producer, composer, 
and actor in what is by far his most significant role 
yet. DANIEL BARNA 

How did you come on board La La Land?
Damien approached me with the script, but he 
wasn’t completely clear whether he wanted me to 
actually play Keith or just make music for his char-
acter. Eventually it all came together with me writing 
music, executive-producing, and acting. I’m not super 
into movie musicals because I’m a music snob, but I 
saw Whiplash and I had a feeling that he would pull 
it o� . 

Did you wrestle with self-doubt that first day 
on set?
It wasn’t that I had self-doubt, but I had humil-
ity, which to me doesn’t mean that you don’t think 
you can do it, but that you put in the work to do it 
because it’s something relatively new to you. 

Did you already know Ryan Gosling? What kind of 
advice did he give you? 
I don’t think I’d met him, but we shot all of my scenes 
together and he could’ve been like, “Who the fuck 
is this singer trying to act?” But he wasn’t. He was 
super supportive and he encouraged me a lot as we 
were going through the process. 

Is there room for playful movies like La La 
Land, or does art have the responsibility to be 
politically charged?
I think art is supposed to be honest and refl ect life, 
and life isn’t just falling in love and pursuing a career. 
The fi lms that my [production] company is involved 
with are either political or historical, or have some 
kind of social relevance to them, because those are 
issues that are interesting to me. I read a lot about 
mass incarceration and criminal justice reform, so 
those subjects spark my interest. But I’m also an art-
ist and I understand what it’s like to be someone like 
Sebastian or Mia in La La Land, moving to L.A. to 
pursue a dream, though in my case it was New York. 

What do you remember most about those days?
I was 21 years old working a day job as a management 
consultant and found the time to work on my craft and 
grind it out, and got turned down and told no many 
times, but I never gave up. I knew that sooner or later 
these labels would fi gure out that I’m amazing. 

John Legend’s 
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Mia Hansen-
LØve Looks 
Ahead and Back
the french filmmaker on why her artful character 
study things to come is her most personal movie yet.

Already a critical darling in her native France, Mia 
Hansen-Løve exploded onto the international 
scene in 2014 with Eden, a melancholic take on the 
French house scene that birthed Daft Punk. Her 
gentle follow-up, Things to Come, is distinctly more 
domestic, but equally moving. The film charts 
the tragic path of Parisian philosophy professor 
Nathalie (a masterful Isabelle Huppert) as she 
navigates the breakup of her marriage and her 
mother’s slide into senility.  NOAH JACKSON

What attracted you to making a film centered on 
philosophy and academic culture?
Both of my parents were philosophy teachers, so it’s 
the world I grew up in, and I had never really por-
trayed that in a fi lm. So when I started writing about 
this woman who faces loneliness at an age where 
it’s di� icult to start from scratch, I asked myself if I 
should change her, and make her become anything 
else, like a doctor. But then I realized that philosophy 
and teaching was all so much connected to the char-
acter that it was actually what was giving strength to 
her and was very defi ning.

When you were writing the script, did you 
envision that Isabelle Huppert would play 
Nathalie from the get-go?
Yes, I couldn’t imagine anybody else. Not only 
because I think she’s the greatest actress living in 
France, but because she embodies the perfect bal-
ance of moral authority that I needed to make the 
character credible, but also femininity. She’s not 
this ugly, boring philosophy teacher. She’s this very 
seductive philosophy teacher. When I started work-
ing on the fi lm, I was also scared of its darkness, and 
I wasn’t sure I wanted to do it. I started writing it on 
the side while I was looking for the money for Eden. 
It was a way to pass the time, but I think the fact that 
I started having Isabelle in mind really gave me the 
energy and faith in the project.

The film’s narrative feels highly 
contemporary, but little details like flip 
phones date it to the recent past. What made 
you set it in that period?
I think it has to do with my e� orts to set the fi lms 
that I do in a very precise period of time. Some 
people write diaries, and some people take pictures 
of their life. To me, the fi lms have that function. They 
are a fake memory because you betray the real-
ity, you change it—it’s like a parallel life. But even 
though it’s not always true, it ultimately becomes my 
memory. When I write a fi lm, usually I set the fi lm at 
the moment when I write it. So in 20 years if I’m still 
alive, I know that this fi lm is an indirect photograph 
of where I was in 2011.

You shot Things to Come on 35mm film. Were you 
trying to evoke some kind of nostalgia?
I don’t think we should call that nostalgia. I think 
it has to do with integrity or ideals that you don’t 
renounce or you don’t let go. In all my fi lms you have 
these characters who stick to their ideals of life and 
of art. Doing 35mm, I feel like it’s my natural lan-
guage. I need this material, just like a painter who 
needs this kind of color and you can’t take it away 
from him. I need that, so for me it has to do with 
some kind of refusal to compromise.

Ahead and Back
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Zadie Smith
Zadie Smith is one of those rare species of 
novelists—a genius, certainly, but a genius who has 
also managed to transcend the literary world and 
enter pop-cultural consciousness. She is a new 
kind of lit star, or rather, a kind that hasn’t been seen 
since the likes of Hemingway or Fitzgerald, but with 
key differences: She is female, biracial (Jamaican 
mother, English father), bicontinental (London and 
New York), and effortlessly beautiful and stylish. 
She wrote her first book, the best-seller White
Teeth, nearly 20 years ago, as an undergraduate. 
Her new novel, Swing Time, is a realistic look not 
only at female friendship but also race, globalization, 
celebrity, class, and cultural boundaries. In other 
words, Smith is a writer who reflects our modernity. 
She’s helping to build a new and crucial literary 
history, and for that reason alone it is an incredible 
honor to speak with her. But having just moved to 
North London, from which she hails, it is all I can 
do to stop myself from asking where I should eat or 
shop, not to mention how I can get on with making 
myself (as a stereotypically exuberant American) at 
home in this much more reserved culture. But Smith 
is friendly and patient, as her reputation might 
suggest, and blissfully generous, offering insight 
on the differences between British and American 
friendships (British ones are harder to form but 
more intimate), and even ruminating on Justin 
Bieber’s recent move to a manor in North London: 

“I love Bieber so much—such a beauty. He’s like an 
Adonis, something from ancient times.” 
A. N. DEVERS

You graduated from college essentially having 
written White Teeth, whereas most people in 
their early 20s are still searching. Do you 
remember how you came to give yourself per-
mission to be a creative person?
I had no career thoughts at that age. I thought of 
myself as a student of books. White Teeth came out 
of that feeling. And I still have that feeling, though I 
have a real job now. But as for permission, it’s not like 
I felt at 23, “That’s all done now, I’m fi nished.” But I do 
think among young people there is this idea that there 
are various things in your life that you will do and then 

feel a sense of completion, or that you’ve scored some 
point in some eternal race. You know, get married, have 
a kid—I don’t see life that way. I see it as a circling 
process toward death [laughs]. It’s nice to do things on 
the way, but I fi nd it hard to feel that these things are 
achievements. They’re experiences. As for permission, 
it must have to do with my family. A lot of people feel 
like their parents want them to be something in par-
ticular, like a doctor or a lawyer, and it’s important to 
them to have these things to fulfi ll. Whereas, with us, 
there was a great, like, benign neglect I would call it.

It sounds like no one ever told you no.
When I said I wanted to go to Cambridge, my parents 
just said, “Oh, OK.” They didn’t really know what that 
involved, but it sounded fi ne. My mum was quite a good 
cheerleader. I also recognized the absence of a kind of 
femininity in my house—or femininity as a packaged 
thing. I just saw it as something that took a lot of time. 
There was no beauty process, nothing like that. 

You weren’t asked to be a certain way?
No. There were no magazines—not because my mother 
banned them, just because she had no interest in them. 
That whole world didn’t exist, and the world we saw on 
TV was pretty much white, so we were outside of it all.

Did you feel out of place?
I did. I mean, it’s impossible not to. I still have a habit 
that I think all my family does, of counting black 
people—and that comes from childhood, like, “Oh, 
there’s one on that TV show….” Now, if I go to an 
event, I’m still counting. That feeling, it’s just a kind 
of displacement. It has some negative consequences, 

O P E N  B O O K
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but it’s mostly quite an interesting experience. For all 
these reasons it didn’t occur to me not to do what I 
was doing [at Cambridge]. I met a lot of kids in col-
lege who were very oppressed by history, the history 
of the novel, or the history of art, or the feeling that 
they couldn’t add anything. I just thought I had lots of 
places to go.

You mentioned not having a packaged version of 
femininity in your household, but one thing 
I’m struck by in your work, and in Swing 
Time especially, is that you craft meticulous 
descriptions of clothes and fashion.
I love clothes. Love them. 

You’re known for loving clothes.
I see myself now dressing like my mother, and 
it’s shocking to me. I went to her fl at in a pair of 
Portuguese sandals—someone had shown them to 
me on the internet and I bought three pairs. I was 
obsessed, I have no idea why. I put on a pair and went 
round to my mum’s and she opened the door in the 
same shoes. But the way the women in my family 
dress is very, you know, there are no fripperies. 

It’s simple.
It is. And they overdress a lot. It would never occur to 
me to go out of the house in sweatpants. I want to be 
taken seriously, or even feared. I think women in West 
Africa dress like that quite a lot. When you’re wearing 
your wrapper and your head wrap and everything on, 
you’re a personage of some signifi cance. 

Besides your family’s influence, were there 
fashion icons you attached yourself to?
No, because I was a very large child. I didn’t feel like 
that world was my world. There were people I admired, 
like Katharine Hepburn or Zora Neale Hurston, but 
there was no refl ection. Now when I see my students, 
and when I’m walking through New York, seeing all the 
black hair, it’s such an explosion of naturalness. I would 
love to have been growing up now.

Do you think fashion is underrepresented in 
fiction?
Not in women’s writing. If you read Woolf, she’ll 
go 10 rounds over a hat, scarf, or dress. And in her 
diaries she’d recount taking a check directly from 
wherever she’d just been paid straight to the dress 
shop. In Britain, there’s a kind of morality about it, 
like we should not get dressed at all. But the logic 
behind that is fascinating, because it’s implicitly 
misogynistic to suggest that a woman who is beauti-
fully dressed doesn’t need her brain—there’s no other 
purpose to having a brain for women unless you can’t 
get anything any other way. I completely submitted 
to that logic when I was a young woman. I really felt 
that there were beautiful women who were idiotic. 
Beauty was a compensation for idiocy, and I was a 
serious person. 

That way of thinking 
played out quite a bit 
during the lead-up to 
the American presidential 
election.
To think that way is to be inside 
the patriarchy, it’s to think like 
them—to split women into 

‘Well, these are the ones we 
fuck, and these are the nerds.’ 
I really felt that when I moved 
to Italy. You can’t learn it in 
England because we confuse 
ethics and aesthetics all the 
time. It’s part of our way of 
being. Italians have no confl ict 
between the idea of beauty and 
intelligence. For them the intel-
ligence is the beautiful, and the 
beautiful is the intelligence; 
they don’t see any problems.

Are you superstitious in any way?
No.

No?
No, nothing.

Do you believe in luck?
I think life is almost entirely luck. Talent, for example, 
is luck. It is an argument for social equality, because 
luck is so irrational. Do you believe somebody who 
is lucky enough to be born with some gift or another 
deserves a better life? I don’t. I believe in the integrity 
of work, but I believe the luck, the incredible luck of 
being born, for example, as I was, in 1975 in London at 
a time of basic social cohesion, without war, is a kind 
of luck that is so overwhelming that you owe some-
thing to it for the rest of your life. I could have been 
born in 1340 in Romania, or anywhere before 1962 as 
a black woman, and life would have been so incredibly 
hard. Americans seem so proud to be American, but 
that’s entirely an accident—the things that arrive with 
birth are not things to be proud of. 

If you could assign every young woman three 
books, what would they be?
I think if they mean to be a writer, or even a whole 
woman, Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own. Boring recom-
mendation, but kind of vital. I have my old favorites, 
but there’s so much new stu� . I just read Alexandra 
Kleeman’s You Too Can Have a Body Like Mine, and 
right now I would say that it’s really important to any 
young woman to read that book. I’m reading Yaa Gyasi’s 
Homegoing right now, and it seems vital to me. I had to 
email her at only 80 pages in to say, “If I had this book 
when I was 15, I would have had a di� erent life.” There 
are all these fucking sob stories about the end of this 
and that, but the fact is: Check out what these young 
women are writing. It’s a very good time for books. 
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Find Swing Time in our 
“Unwrapped” guide at 
nylon.cm/mag-gifts.
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Lala Abaddon is the only person I’ve met who would 
enthusiastically respond to a Craigslist ad for a 
bunch of broken glass. “I just went and picked it up 
for free,” the 29-year-old multimedia artist says with 
a smile. We’re standing in the studio space at Red 
Bull House of Art in Detroit’s Eastern Market neigh-
borhood, surrounded by the glass, as well as wire, 
cutout butterflies, woven images, and, most notice-
ably, a life-size cocoon made of layers of translucent 
materials, as she prepares to walk me through her 
current works-in-progress. 

Established in 2011, Red Bull House of Art has 
given artists the chance to participate in three-
month residencies that allow them to create and 
collaborate with other artists. There is no applica-
tion process—artists are selected by the Red Bull 
team to partake in the program. Although she calls 
Brooklyn home, Abaddon embraces such opportu-
nities to travel and experience other cities. Before 
arriving in Detroit, she’d completed a residency at 
Long Road Projects in Jacksonville, Florida, and 
will be heading to Denver for the opening of her 
solo exhibition at the Knew Conscious Gallery on 
December 10. “New York is the best of the best,” 
she says, tucking a strand of her electric green hair 
behind her ear, “but I think some of its systemic 
foundations are outdated. Here in Detroit it’s fun—
there are a ton of outsider artists who don’t get 
enough recognition, but who probably wouldn’t be 
able to make their work without the space they have 
here and the materials they source.” 

Abaddon directs my attention to a sculpture with 
a white, crystalline base that has wires emerging 
from it, and tells me that she is currently working on 
several more just like it. “The sculptures are based 
on the topography of Detroit, because the first 
thing I fell in love with here was how the weeds are 
everywhere,” she says, pointing out that weeds tend 
to appear between abandoned buildings in the city. 

“It’s sad, but it’s also really beautiful—like the earth 
is taking back over. The weeds are very sturdy and 
thorny. I liked those elements, and now I’m morph-
ing them into my own style.”

It doesn’t take long to get a pulse on Abaddon’s 
artistic style: She embraces color, uses unconven-
tional materials, and is not afraid to dive into a work 
headfirst...or crawl out of it. “Here’s where I squeezed 
out,” she says when we return to the giant cocoon, 
tugging at a small hole in the base. The work is the 
result of her Jacksonville residency meta-performance, 

Lala Abaddon 
nylon travels to the red bull house of art in detroit to 
meet with the artist-in-residence and discuss her 
latest projects. by austen tosone. photographed by 
erin marie miller
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Always in Never, which took 27 consecutive hours to 
craft. “When I was inside of it, the sun was coming up 
and I also had an LED suit on,” she recalls. “I had all of 
these lights reflecting in there. It was amazing.” She 
streamed the performance online, and considers the 
internet a comfortable place to share her work. “I see 
a lot of positives in social media,” she says. “It’s about 
being together—you’re experiencing something, you’re 
making something.”  

Transparency is fundamental to Abaddon’s work, 
both because of the materials that she uses and 
because of her personal nature. “I’m brutally hon-
est,” she says. “The first piece I ever made was about 
being an open book. And that’s kind of saved me in a 
lot of ways. I almost feel like the demons would eat 
me alive inside if I wasn’t honest about things.” She 
continues, “I really want to talk about the personal 
stuff that’s gone on in my life, because I think that it’s 
important to talk about it as a woman, and just show 
how I’ve gotten out of these situations where I was 
not in control and taken my life, and my power, back.” 
From seeing the beauty in broken glass to staging 
her own metamorphosis, Abaddon is well equipped 
to do just that.

lala abaddon, to dream the electric dream, 2016, courtesy of the 
artist
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Nothing makes people 
line up around the 
block quite like a super-
Instagrammable foodie 
sensation. Enter taiyaki, 
a traditional Japanese 
fish-shaped cake most 
commonly filled with sweet 
red bean paste. (In Japan’s 
Edo period, tai, or sea bream, 
was considered prized 
seafood, and was often 
presented to Japanese 
shoguns; today, tai-shaped 
pastries are commonly 
given as a gesture of 
celebration and luck.) The 
new Manhattan hot spot 
Taiyaki NYC, which has 
helped bring the craze to 
the States, has also added 
a little something extra to 
the traditional preparation 
of the Japanese dessert. 

“At Taiyaki NYC, we serve 
the fish-shaped cake with 
ice cream at the top of the 
mouth and red bean paste 
or custard in the tail,” says 
co-founder and PR director 
Jimmy Chen. The adorable 
presentation and different 
flavor options, ranging from 
vanilla and chocolate to 
matcha and black sesame, 
will have you hopping in line, 
too. AT
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Yael Peet & Elena 
Yamamoto of Karasu

Walter’s eatery has occupied the corner of Dekalb 
Avenue and Cumberland Street in Brooklyn’s Fort 
Greene neighborhood for years. But enter the 
establishment, walk past the restrooms all the way 
to the back, and you’ll find a new hidden gem of a 
Japanese restaurant called Karasu. With a kitchen 
run solely by 26-year-old chef Yael Peet (who has 
worked at New York standouts like Frankie’s, Prune, 
and Shuko) and her 29-year-old co-chef Elena 
Yamamoto (who just returned to New York after 
spending over two years working in Japan, where her 
dad’s family is from), Karasu has proven an instant 
favorite. Here, the pair chats with us about running 
their own kitchen and creating an oddly popular 
environment for Tinder dates. AUSTEN TOSONE

How would you describe the atmosphere of 
Karasu?
Yael Peet: Some nights we’re a restaurant, some 
nights we’re completely a cocktail bar—you never 
know what you’re gonna get, weekday or weekend. 

How do you make things work in such a 
small kitchen? 
YP: We have a lot of restrictions, which can be fun. 
I look to Elena often and ask things like, “What did 
you eat while you were in Tokyo? What does your 
grandma make?”

What is your experience working as a 
woman in this field? 
Elena Yamamoto: In Japan, there were a lot of 
things that I wasn’t allowed to do, but there’s this 
idea in Japanese cooking where you steal with your 
eyes. So even if they don’t let you touch things, you 
can learn from watching. In New York, I’ve worked 
at Mission Chinese and Milk Bar, where it’s pretty 
female-oriented. 
YP: After leaving Prune, I realized how much I 
missed it because it was all women. There was a 
literal absence of sexual harassment. It was spe-
cial and it showed me how it could be.

Does the secret location help set
the vibe? 
EY: Yeah, I think a lot of people come in for spe-
cial occasions, like date night. I’ve seen a couple 
of weird Tinder dates. I fell in love with food 
because I think sharing a meal with someone is 
the best way to get to know them, and it’s really 
nice to be able to facilitate that.
YP: It defi nitely helps set the pace back here. It 
was a happy accident. We can’t let people in 
from o�  the street because it gives you access to 
the apartment upstairs. But there are no secrets! 
Come in, please come in!
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acler see acler.com.au
agnona see theoutnet.com 
a.l.c. see alcltd.com
alexis bittar see alexisbittar.com
alice + olivia by stacey bendet see shopbop.com
american apparel see americanapparel.net
american made supply co. 
see americanmadesupplyco.com
amo see shopbop.com
asos see us.asos.com
au jour le jour see aujourlejour.it
bally see bally.com
bassike see bassike.com
baublebar see baublebar.com
boohoo see boohoo.com
breelayne see breelayne.com
calvin klein underwear see calvinklein.com 
chanel see chanel.com 
charles youssef see charlesyoussef.com 
charlotte simone see charlottesimone.com 
christian louboutin see us.christianlouboutin.com 
chrome hearts see chromehearts.com 
c/meo collective see shopbop.com
coach 1941 see coach.com 
cos see cosstores.com 
creatures of the wind see creaturesofthewind.com 
cynthia rowley see cynthiarowley.com 
désireéklein see desireekleinstore.com 
dion lee see dionlee.com 
dkny see dkny.com

o� -white c/o virgil abloh see o� ---white.com
öhlin/d see ohlin-d.com
paige see paige.com
pamela love see pamelalove.com
philipp plein see plein.com
pinko see pinko.com
prada see prada.com
preen by thornton bregazzi 
see preenbythorntonbregazzi.com
raquel allegra see raquelallegra.com
ray-ban see ray-ban.com
robert clergerie see barneys.com
rodebjer see rodebjer.com
roxanne assoulin see roxanneassoulin.com
sacai see barneys.com 
saint laurent see ysl.com 
sea ny see shop.sea-ny.com 
search and destroy available at 
25 st. marks pl., nyc, 212.358.1120
2nd day see day.dk 
shourouk see shourouk.com 
siwy see siwydenim.com 
stella luna see barneys.com 
stüssy see stussy.com 
suno see sunony.com 
tableaux vivants see tableaux-vivants.myshopify.com 
thakoon see thakoon.com 
3.1 phillip lim see 31philliplim.com
topshop unique see topshop.com 
tracy reese see tracyreese.com 
tsumori chisato see en.tsumorichisato.com 
valentino garavani see valentino.com 
vans see vans.com 
versace see versace.com 
vilshenko see modaoperandi.com 
vionnet see store.vionnet.com 
vita fede see shopbop.com 
vivetta see modaoperandi.com 
wolford see wolfordshop.com 
wxyz jewelry see wxyzjewelry.com 
zana bayne see zanabayne.com 
zimmermann see us.zimmermannwear.com 

Your favorite pain reliever, now 
for your least favorite time of the 
month: Advil® Menstrual Pain. It 
o� ers up to six hours of ca� eine- 
and antihistamine-free relief from 
cramps, headaches, and back pain. 
Find it in the feminine hygiene or 
menstrual relief section of your 
go-to pharmacy, and put an end to 
period pains. www.advil.com

P R O M O T I O N

dr. martens see drmartens.com 
dsquared2 see dsquared2.com
eckhaus latta see shop.eckhauslatta.com
electric feathers see electricfeathers.com
elizabeth and james see shopbop.com
ellery see shop.ellery.com 
emporio armani see armani.com 
erickson beamon see net-a-porter.com
etienne aigner see etienneaigner.com 
fausto puglisi see polyvore.com 
fendi see fendi.com 
fenty puma by rihanna see us.puma.com 
for love & lemons see forloveandlemons.com 
gabriela artigas see gabrielaartigas.com 
ganni see ganni.com 
gap see gap.com
gentle monster x hba see hoodbyair.com 
gentle monster x opening ceremony 
see openingceremony.com 
gianvito rossi see gianvitorossi.com 
giuseppe zanotti design
see giuseppezanottidesign.com 
gucci see gucci.com 
gypsy sport see gypsysportny.com 
h&m see hm.com
hilfi ger collection see usa.tommy.com 
isa arfen see net-a-porter.com 
i still love you nyc see istillloveyounyc.com 
ivy kirzhner see ivykirzhner.com 
j brand see jbrandjeans.com 
j.crew see jcrew.com 
jennifer fi sher see jenniferfi sherjewelry.com 
jill stuart see jillstuart.com 
jiwinaia see colette.fr
john elliott see johnelliott.co
jonathan simkhai see jonathansimkhai.com 
j.papa see jpapanyc.com
junk food clothing see junkfoodclothing.com 
just cavalli see store.robertocavalli.com 
kate spade see katespade.com 
kenzo see kenzo.com 
laina rauma see lainarauma.myshopify.com 
lazy oaf see lazyoaf.com 
levi’s see levi.com 
lisa marie fernandez see lisamariefernandez.com  
loe� ler randall see loe� lerrandall.com 
louis vuitton us.louisvuitton.com 
lrs studio see lrs-studio.com 
lynn paik millinery see millineryshop.nyc
marcelo burlon county of milan see endclothing.com 
marciano see guessbymarciano.guess.com 
marc jacobs see marcjacobs.com 
marissa webb see marissa-webb.com 
max mara see maxmara.com 
mcq see mcq.com 
mignonne gavigan see mignonnegavigan.com 
misbhv see misbhv.com 
missguided see missguidedus.com 
miu miu see miumiu.com 
mm6 maison margiela see maisonmargiela.com
moschino see moschino.com
msgm see shopbop.com
newbark see newbark.com
nicholas kirkwood see nicholaskirkwood.com
nike see nike.com
norma kamali see normakamali.com
no. 21 see numeroventuno.com
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bag, $3,195, valentino garavani
sweater, $330, alice + olivia by stacey bendet; boot, $2,295, gianvito rossi; sunglasses, $175, ray-ban; full lash curler, $22, m.a.c cosmetics; stylist’s own book, membership card, and 
memory game; the equilateral: black gold, $12, bar soap brooklyn; black orchid eau de parfum, $168 for 3.4 fl. oz., tom ford; diorific long-wearing true color lipstick in 065 golden, $38, 
dior; makeup palette 1 case and eye and face color v velvet corsage, $10-$12 each, anna sui; diorific vernis nail polish in 899 cosmic, $28, dior; brow stylist plumper brow gel mascara, 
$10, l’oréal; earrings, $395, jennifer fisher; choker, $455, jennifer fisher; sonia’s serpent 10-piece brush set, $40, sonia kashuk; bracelets, $75 each, roxanne assoulin; wallet, $125, alice 
+ olivia by stacey bendet; créme chronologiste revitalizing hair mask, $68, kérastase; ceramide capsules daily youth restoring serum, $76 for 60 capsules, elizabeth arden; faile creme 
de corps grapefruit whipped body butter, $38, kiehl’s; stylist’s own hat. 

Golden Girls
ground yourself with glittery accents this holiday. 
packed by dani stahl. photographed by will anderson



Jacob Sanchez
Diagnosed with autism

Lack of speech is a sign of autism. 
Learn the others at autismspeaks.org/signs.
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